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by Pat Bush

further reduce the possibility of
fights in the stands , Waterloo and
tnr long-promised student · WLU students were separated for
forcl' carried out its first the game.
at the Walerloo-WLU
Due to the fact that it was
game. The purpose of the Waterloo 's Homecoming, greater
police force is to patrol the than average crowds were exa! home football games , to peeled ,
and they showed ,
the rowdiness that has necessitating the services of eight
cteml'd WLU home games Waterloo Regional Police , as
he past several years ; the opposed to only two at the York
!argets are the throwers of game. With all this security one
ll'i, ~houters of profanity,
would expect no trouble, and in
'he guzzlers of spirits. To fact there were no incidents at the
r thr direction of Dean

AWilf Di ploma?
by Bernard Brunner
1s :\ovember Waterloo
hrran fall grads will receive a
ploma ll'hich reads 'Wilfrid
uner· mslead of Waterloo
hmn. Hegislrar Henry Dueck
led that the decision comes
rom Gowrnmenl level after a
nate rel'iew. Dueck further
tfd that diplomas of previous
ds 1111! not be backdated prior
o\'

I

Opm10nhas been voiced over the
that Convocation exercises

will be held on Nov . 5 instead of in
October as in the past, after the
name change has taken effect.
This is co-incidence however as the
Convocation date was agreed upon
last Christmas before the date of
the change was known.
Dueck slated that any grad
wishing a record of his grades
from Waterloo Lutheran must
forward an application before Nov.
I for a transcript. After that date
they will be headed 'Wilfrid
Laurier'.

Interested in
retarded children
All students who are inrested in retarded children
mvited to join a group of
udents who are going to
1dwestern Regional Childrens
enter m Palmerston for the
kend of October 27th, 28th,
d 29th. Those interested will
b11lrtrd in Palmerston
mi'S. Friday evening there
11llx> a tour of the M.R .C.C.
r1hty slides and discussion
nc~rnmg the children and the
ekrnd. for
Saturday
lcrnoon. l'vening and Sunday

?

morning a program is designed
for the student to get to know
the child assigned to him.
The purpose of the weekend is
to provide a one-to-one experience for the student and to
provide a weekend of interest
and fun for student and child.
If you are interested in further details phone 578-7823 and
ask for June or drop a line to 185
King St. N., Waterloo, and I'll
send you some more info.
Applications will not be
received after Oct. 15th.

game. Even the faculty and
parents had favourable comments,
sure proof that things were sedate,
although there was little sentiment
that the security was oppressive.
The student police system must
be judged a successras it appeared
that they were much more of a
deterrant than normal police ;
there isn 't as much satisfaction in
swearing at another student as at a
policeman , perhaps because one
can swear at a student any time .
The two-stand system also worked ,
although because the bleachers
were too low for the game to be
easily seen, many spectators
moved into the permanent stands
after half time. In the future, the
stands will be roped off to prevent
this. In addition, the game will be
against Western, who will bring
their own student police, so it
should be a quiet one .

The man in blue doing the Confiscation Waltz. Not surprisingly the
game was much less rowdy than many in the past.

Homecoming

Goodbye Wlu, Hellow WLU
weather turn against us; the place
by Kei th Th o rnton
and Bob Eva ns ·-would then be the Ballroom. There
will be two bands provided,
Homecoming for 1973 is back, although which ones they will be
after two years of hibernation as has not yet been decided.
Friday night will see a licensed
Hibernation. This year, campus
Homecoming coincides with the Casino Night in the Ballroom.
The
annual
Homecoming
Homecoming of alumni, and a
varied programme is offered. The Parade is scheduled for Saturday,
programme starts on Thur- and it begins at 10:00 am at
sday October 11, and continues Seagram Stadium . The procession
through to Sunday the 14th.
will proceed down Albert to
Caroline St., then along Erb St., to
Thursday, events start 'hap- King. It will proceed along King to
pening with the "Goodby Lutheran University, then up University to
Pub", featuring the group Albert and back to Seagram .
Freefall. The theme promoted is Committee Chairman Phil Poole
that of nostalgia for the history of hopes that this year 's parade will
Waterloo Lutheran University, be the largest yet. More floats are
and dress is to be fittingly still needed, and all groups,
nostalgic . The pub-goer is left to student and non, are encouraged to
decide what era he or she wishes to participate . It is hoped that some
commemorate. In between sets, a faculty and staff groups will enter
movie called "The Sixty Years of the parade this year. Deadline for
Lutheran" will be shown .
registering a float is Oct. 5; that's
An outdoor concert is planned tomorrow!
for Friday, in the Quadrangle,
At noon in the Quadrangle on
although there are provisions to Saturday, there will be a pregame
move things indoors should the warmup for faculty, students and

alumni . Free Coke and hotdogs
will be served. The actual
Homecoming football game between the WLU Hawks and the
University of Windsor Lancers
begins at 2:00pm, and regardless
of the outcome, there will be a
happy hour at the Theatre
Auditorium, admission free. This
last is also licensed.
The highlight of this year's
Homecoming is the Oktoberfest
Pub, to be held Saturday night. It
will be complete with an Umpa
Band and plenty of beer. Advance
tickets are $1.50. There are only
400 available to students (alumni,
remember?), so don't delay if your
intentions are serious.
Sunday is film night, with vintage films in the Laurel and
Hardy , W.C. Fields vein. The show
starts at 8 pm, and the admission is
25 cents.
Advance tickets for all events
are on sale now, and are available
at the Record Co-op, which has
become the ticket dispensary for
all SAC events .

Rating the Profs: the new anticalendaiby Warren Howard
concept died after its prime
rk has begun on an alter- boosters, two members of the SAC
vc to the university's Executive left SAC concurrent with
cm1c call'ndar. In this new the resignation of then President
ct of the Board of John Buole. The only tangible
hcatwns, student evaluation of result of this effort was a supes and the professors that plement to the Cord in September,
h them will be printed, which 1971.
fully will aid students in
The Board of Directors of the
r course selection at pre- Board of Publications thinks the
trallon
availability of student evaluations
would solve many problems at
h1le s1milar publications are Pre-registration and Registration .
produced at other Ontario Whereas now the student is forced
iliE.'s, no such project has to make his choice of courses
tlrmpted on a permanent based on calendar descriptions
at WLll. During 70-71 a and advice from his friends in the
ng was made in the form of subject area, the new publication
ervaluation survey, but the would provide more solid data on

which to base decisions. Since
many courses are taught by different professors each year, prior
knowledge of the faculty member
presenting a course would allow
the student to select which of the
required he would take that year,
avoiding teachers whose lecture
method he disagrees with.
Similarly it would allow a b.e tter
choice of class description. The
problems are greater in options
taken outside the student's area of
specialization. Here the student
may not be familiar with
professors and his contact with
students in that faculty would be
less likely. In these cases student
evaluation results would be an

extension of peer suggestions, only
on a broader base. To satisfy these
demands, student evaluations
would have to consider how
honours
students,
general
students, and "out of faculty"
majors rated the courses and the
professors. Essentially it is hoped
that student evaluations would
eliminate the course change
problems many students face in
September after they attend the
first few lectures of the courses
that they chose in February.
Student evaluation is directed to
faculty as well as students. An
example has come from the
University of Waterloo Math

Faculty Anticalendar. After it was
released, one professor who had
been criticized for his lecture
method was more conscious that
the class was not following his
presentation. Only the anonymity
given by the student evaluation
overcame the students' image of
the professor.
To initiate the student evaluation
department the the Board of
Publications will hold a planning
symposium on Tuesday October 16
in the SUB Boardroom at 7:30. At
this meeting it is hoped that all
interested students will present
their suggestions and become
involved in the production of the
publication.

•k to remam a m
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I hf' majority of
IIH'l'lllnent at the
I Cldt•d that Of<'S
uti •t d solely on its
111 Y.lmt Jt would be
uturf' Thf' supporters
th.11 there had been
nd that. aftC'r last

Brock Students
boycott cafeteria
ST. CATHERINES, ONT. ICCP
In an effort to fight what the)
..ts unjustified price incre"
Brock University students
boycotting Saga Food Services.
patronizing their own student
op.
The Co-op's only aim. howe1r
to hurt Saga business in
cafeteria. hoping to pressure
company into recognizing
students' demands and to bar1
in good faith in the futurl.'
Jack Macdonald. Saga F,
Services director on carr.:
claims that the increase is onl1
percent and is reasona1
However this is an aggre~
figure and a number of tht
creases affecting popular it
such as milk have been
siderably higher. ranging up:
percent.
In addition, there are rum'
that Saga would cut out unlim
second helpings in a residt
cafeteria, part of its ong
agreement, as it has already
out the promised Saturday n
steak dinners, claiming they~
too expensive.
On September 17, the stuc
council, IBUSACl passed tt
resotutionsaimedatstopping~

rip-offs- Saga must honour t
food contract in residPnce, JY
must be rolled back to \j'
:lOth levels unless Saga can JU~
these increases by opening ~
books, and a food commJtl('lproportionate
numbers
students, faculty and staff must
established to watch the acho"'
Saga in future ..
Saga's method of introducm!
food price increases had bee
gradually raise prices over
summer when there were
people around to criticize
policy.
When Saga refused to open·
book!~, saying they wen
California rSaga is an Amer
based company 1 plans fc
boycott were put into effect.
On September 27, the co-op
set up in the main. cafelt
CoHee, milk and toast were
for ten cents. orange juice
donuts for five. Students
urged to bring their own June
The first day was successful
on Friday, the 28th, it was
panded to full lunches: a
wich, cheese and a apple
cents.
The co-op, although
with success, is not going to
alternate service. but Will
phased out when Saga
student demands.
When Saga came to Brock
year all the equipment
was supplied to them.
with space supplied and no
pay off, Saga claims they
making enough money,
increases.
Students however will no
tolerate
low
quality
shrinking quanities of food
October 2, there will
meeting between Saga
and BUSAC, until then, the
food co-op continues.
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t ntred body.
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are
r prf'sentative of t
unpust•s. she said.
Both sidt•s agreed,
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The National News

tudents
cafeteria

main criticism was
past. OFS had offered
·thing which could "not
handll'd in the absence
organization." She felt
IS an ineffective, selfbody . The student
arr
not
truly
live of their home
he said.
des agreed. in the end,
OFS could be offering
rious members of the
neil volunteered their
at the meeting and
the OFS were four
of the OFS executive,
hom are from Queen 's.

over building
tCUPl-The
of BC has discovered a
of income: they want a
cut of booking revenue
by the student union

the opening of the 4.8 million dollar
complex in 1967. The building was
financed largely by an annual
student fee but it is owned by the
administration and the society
leases it on a 45 year basis .
During the initial
lea s e
negotiations, the student council
had asked that specific clauses be
included to require the administration to provide adequate
proctors, cleaners, and repairs.
the
administration
But
negotiators told the society that
those things would be " understood" and there was no point
in cluttering up the agreement
with unnecessary wording.
Unfortunately nothing was
understood and disagreements
soon erupted over what was even
the definition of adequate service.
The council patiently negotiated
for five years , but in 1972 rising
vandalism due to inadequate
security forced stronger action .
So, at an April 1973 meeting, the
council unanimously voted to close
down the building and prepare a
legal case for possible arbitration
proceedings.
Negotiations began in May but
the administration demanded a
package deal : the services in
return for the revenue cut and
priority use of the building as a
summer conventions centre.
Although the 10 per cent cut
would only amount to $2,600 this
year, many councillors feared the
administration would use he
precedent as a foot in the door
from which to demand more
money in future years .
The Council tried to negotiate a
flat rebate but the administration
refused to budge and finally, in
early
September,
council
treasurer John Wilson, originally
an opponent of the agreement,
threw in the towel and urged
council to accept it.
Council voted to first seek a legal
opinion on their chances of winning
an arbitration decision.
Council lawyers say there is no

legal basis for the administration 's
revenue and convention demands
but there is no clear-cut precedent
for Council's demands either.
But the lawyers don't rule out
the possibility of Council winning
most of their points .
On Wednesday Sept. 26, Council
voted to study the legal opinion for
a week before making a final
decision.
The student council building was
opened late in August when
students returned for the fall term
but vandalism continues.

less student
bureaucracy at
St. Mary's
HALIFAX
<CUPl-A
small
foothold was gained last week for
St. Mary's Campus societies bound
under Student Council Mack
Thompson's illegally-imposed
purchase-requisition system. A

motion was passed that the system
be immediately stopped and all
societies be permitted to function
normally according to the budgets
passed in principle in June .
Thompson's system required that
all specific purchases be approved
by his office. The system provoked
a great deal of controversy and
had never been approved by
student Council.
At a student council meeting
held Sept. 18, the purchaserequisition system was brought up
and Jed to a half hour debate and
argument. The positions of the
ca·mpus societies were formally
stated.
Journal editor Pauline Vaughan,
Residence Society president Chris
Garner, and Radio St. Mary's
manager, Christian Gurley all
criticized the system and said that
they would not allow the societies
they represent to come under the
system.
In the effort to end the wrangling
Internal Affairs Rep ., Richard
Daigle, made a motion that the

purchase requisition system be
tabled until two council meetings
hence . The motion passed.
However, just before the end of
the meeting , a motion was introduced by Graduate rep, Ken T.
Langille , also Yearbook editor,
and directly opposed to the
system , that the system be immediately stopped.
Langille also accused Thompson
of insulting council by implementing a purchase-requisition
system without council's previous
knowledge or consent.
Thompson claimed he had been
here for the summer without any
guidelines for his job and "could
have gone to the beach," but instead worked out this system.
Langille further moved "that all
societies affected by this system
be permitted to function normally
as prior to implementation and to
operate temporarily under the
tentative budget passed on June
23, 1973.
The motion was passed by a
large majoritY, .

Public Service Canada

Career Information Day

RAPID BLUEPRINTING
LTD.

council is still
taking the adto court in the dispute
council lawyers there is
they would win all

now Open Saturday
Letraset Products
Drafting Supplies
& Furniture
9-3pm
33 Scott St.
KITCHENER

llffle Trouble in the morning...

Representatives from all Government Recruitment Pro,
grams will be on campus:

October 1 0, 1973
A General Briefing Session will be held in Room 1E1, Arts Building
at 6:00p.m.
Specialized Briefing Sessions will follow:

Program

Place

Time

Administrative
Trainee

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Foreign Service
Officer

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Science &
Technology

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Auditing &
Accounting

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Social Economic

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Please contact your Student Placement Office for further
details .

• stay

After Shave and Cologne with a
fragrance that can give
campus Trouble up to 8, 10, or even 12 hours!
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Page Five:
Theory and
Practice
The opposite page, Page Five , is the single most noticeable
change in the Cord this year except for, perhaps the new cover
format . During late August, during which time we were doing
serious planning regarding the type of paper we were going to
produce this year, or try to produce , we jokingly made the
comment that page four , the editorial page, was a free-form
page for the benifit of the community, with letters; responsible ,
topical editorials ; wry cartoons , and the like. Page Five, on the
other hand , was to be a free form page for our benefit, with
whatever we felt was fun to do at the time . I am almost emharassed to relate some of the things we considered fit for Page
Five duty, but they were pretty ridiculous ; unfinished serials , In
humour, outlandish essays written with tongue in cheek, this
sort of thing . As you have perhaps noticed , with belated relief, is
that none of the things just mentioned ever came to fruition . In
fact , neither Dave nor myself has had anything at all on Page
I ive yet this year , and we may never yet, if things go the way we
now plan . Page Five has become the repository for pure opinion ,
mostly political, and the only stipulation which we place on the
material going on Page Five is that it be of substantial academic
(dirty word?) quality . In this sense , it has become the politicaleditorial showpiece for the entire newspaper .
Another thing you may have noticed, in reading the editorials
thus far in the year, is that different editorials said different
things about editorial poli cy . The piece I did in the Orientation
paper , called Inside the Cord, related my personal difficulties in
turning out good journalism while trying to grind an axe at the
same time ; at that time it seemed to me that we would put out a
paper that was more academic and journalistic than political,
that politics would play a back seat in the content of the paper ,
something innovative for a university newspaper, but quite
natural considering the journalistic ideals of the author at the
time . You may also remember an editorial written by Dave
Shultz on much the same topic more recently , in which he
mentioned that we thought it possible to be unique in being the
only right-wing university newspaper in the country , and if we
were to be a right-wing paper , we would surely be the only one
in the country , as far as I know .
Both of these editorials were written without any consultation
of any kind, and it showed. Also neither editorial really did or
does justice, if that is the word , to the actual, " in practice"
editorial policy of the paper . After putting out three papers , four
if you count the Orientation paper, we have come across several
apparent truths, and I present them to you raw and uninterpreted .
I irst, we found that the paper had political content. This was
more out of necessity at first than anything else , as we simply
had to find something to fill page five those first couple of
issues . To this end, we corraled Robert Rooney , who, Yes, is a
friend of both Dave and myself, and who , yes, is politically rightwing . After the novelty effect of actually having a right wing
columnist wore off Cit took about a week>, we decided that
perhaps there were people out there in readership land who
would appreciate hearing both sides of the story, or at least
would like to hear considered political views of another sort. To
this end we approached Ken Pope, whose columns you have also
seen , and about which we have had favourable response .
Second , we found that the whole idea of having a Page Five
appealed to a goodly number of people, and the fact that the
page exi sted the way it does drew more comments than the
columns themselves . This is approximately the way the concept
of the open paper came about, and we think it a good one .
fhirdly , the results of a little soul-searching after the fact .
While it is true that having a diverse array of political thinking
grace the pages of the Cord may produce a rather motly and
literarily unaesthetic paper, we are prepared to accept that risk
in the name of trying out a new type of service that the paper can
perform ; also , we are localizing the worst effects of this policy
by putting at least the self-conscious and most explicit political
comments on one page , opposite the editorial page. In this
context, we have already received some flak from sources on and
off campus, but we will continue to do so as long_ as we feel that
the benefits outweigh the disadvantages . In my own biased
opinion, this is an act of bravery more so than the printing of
another " anti-establishment" newspaper; the " establishment"
for us is the anti-establishment press .
Tom Garner

Dear Student Body
We were quite disturbed when
we discovered at the last football
game that WLU has no School
song. Surely with the Music
Department at this university we
could come up with a song worthy
of our team . Is the Homecoming

game too soon to expect results?
Anyone with any ideas or anyone
seriously intersted in joining a
kazoo band now being formed
please contact
Karen Chester or
Fran Masse!
Grad A Res.

The Candidates speak

)Oung man
1led in :'\ew Y
Jt happens all the
uptight '1 After
hould bt• behind
as meaningful and as mrrn long, right'?
as possible .
Ruth Ristine: first year
SAC leads student life or
this school only as much
student body will allow anc
extent SAC can genera
thusiasm . I can hardly s
the whole Art department
speak for myself. As a
under authority I can ap
what having a sound authocsystem is like. I am
school with this goal in rn1
my initiative for study is 1
some of what this universil)
offer. This ambition will e.
the student council.

SAC By-Election: Oct 10
by Dave Schultz
Because of the forced
resignation of two SAC arts reps
who had graduated since the
spring elections, and the
vacancy of one other arts
position and one science
position, Chief Electoral Officer
Charles Lyle has called a byelection for Wednesday October
10. Balloting will take place in
the concourse from 10 am to
4:30 pm.
Contrary to the pattern
established in preceding years,
the annual fall by-election was
not simply an acclamation
session. This year saw two
applications for science rep and
eight for the three arts
positions. One candidate for
arts,
Tom
Garner,
was
disqualified because of a
misunderstanding
concerning
his registration. When filing
nomination papers Garner was
informed
that
Honours
Economics was considered an
Arts course, and was · led to
be.lieve so by the registrars
office. However Lyle questioned
the matter and ruled Garner
ineligiable for an Arts position.
Garner has appealed the move
which will be decided by the SAC
executive.
The remaining candidates,
except Wally Wolk who was not
present at the all-candidates
meeting, have given a statement
to the Cord concerning their
aspirations for SAC.

Science Reps
Harry Huff: first year science.
I consider SAC to be a means of
improving students affairs on
campus and in the classroom. As
far as having something done, that
depends on the students' problems .
I'm not a judge, but if a group of
students or a student presents me
with a problem, I hope to work on it
and correct it.
Keith Mclean: fourth year biology

and chemistry.
I consider SAC to be a responsible group of students who govern
the student body and act as their
link to the University ' s administration . I feel this involves
defending the students' position
and rights while falling within the
guidelines of the university.
I am running for science rep
because I feel a better communication betwee!l SAC and the
Science faculty is needed.

Arts Reps
Arnold Fehderau: first year
geography.
I think SAC is the council that
has the power to change things at
WLU to the way students would
like to see them. It is an extension
of the student body with the
capabilities ot voicing and af·
feeling such changes. I would like
SAC to become more of a link
between the various faculties of
our university and eventually
become even more directly involved in the student life.
Dave Lowe: first year arts.
SAC is just as its name implies, a
council elected by the student body
to administer or organize the
student activities both on and off
campus for the mutual benefit of
faculty, staff and of course
students.
As a candidate my reason for
running is to improve the image of
SAC among the student body, and
to make a worthy contribution to
SAC.
Elizabeth Robinson: second year
psych.
SAC is a group of students who
administrate to the many and
various needs of the students at
WLU. President Dave McKinley
has indicated that emphasis this
year is to be placed upon
remaining financially afloat while
keeping students involved and
entertained. I feel it is important
that SAC fulfill both of these functions. What they make of it is of
interest and importance. I would
like to do as much as I am able to
make our university experiences

Bob Young: second year
and sociology.
It is time for the studr
interested in the school first
themselves second to
ward. Last springs election
this changeover process
elction of hardworking, d
by Robert K.
people such as Mike Str
Paul Virgin. I like to get in Bombs are explod
put my best foot forward nd umocent
whatever will be, will be. . IU "{'they don't
SAC is a group of people~ l'' nght '"ay
mt_
erested m our schooL c; l'rt.tkPn In•lan
It IS run and what directJ
·md the
'
moving in . I think SAC sh
made up of people whom
honestly care about old IIi
Robert Weaver: second
geography.
An arts rep will serve
masters and will serve the
He will try to reconcile the
ending conflicts between
he is supposed to do; thr
obey the wishes of his
and to follow his consci
judgement; thedutytodotl! A
thing, and the necessity to~
IJ
office to get the rights thin~
/
So, there you ha1 0 Q
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The Cord needs

-Typists
-Feature Writers
-and Assorted Other Freaks
Drop by the office in the SUB anytim(
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Page Five-Opinion and Comment
A voice From Within

When is a criminal not a criminal?
Nam; how can you justify the legal
persecution of young men who
would not fight in what may still be
judged an 'illegal' war? Maybe a
few medals for resistance above
and beyond the call of duty should
be struck just in case.
No one is sure of the number of
draft dodgers now residing in
Canada but there are certainly
several thousands. They may have
come here because they couldn't
afford the fare to Sweden, but
when one takes Canadian
citizenship he is entitled to all the
aid and protection that native
Canadians expect from their
Government. This is especially
significant in the case of the
political refugees from foreign
regimes, U.S. included. We must
do everything possible for new
Canadians from the States who
happen to get caught and made
political prisoners in the land of
the brave and the home of the free.

Wnich brings us back to Gavin
Naeve and the West Street Jail,
N.Y., N.Y. When Gavin's father,
who spent four years in U.S.
prisons for conscientous objection
during the second World War,
contacted the Canadian consulate
in New York "The man was nice
enough, but all he did was explain
the American legal position."
Offhand I'd say we're afraid to get
involved in case the U.S. takes
offense and calls off the CanAmer
Games. It makes you proud to be a
Canadian, doesn't it?
Mr. Nixon has made a solemn
pledge to his silent majority on
several occasions that the draft
dodgers will never be absolved of
their sins without doing the proper
penance_ It may be amusing to see
if the American public absolves.
Mr. Nixon and the Republican
party of IT'S sins in the 1976
election.
If they do, God help them.

The present 'troubles' started in
the late '60's when rabble-rousers
like Bernadette Devlin took notice
of
legi ti rna te
charges
of
discrimination
against
the
Catholics of Ulster. When faced by
the fanaticism of militant
Protestants like Ian Paisley, the
Civil Hights movement exploded
into violence. At first it was mob

violence, spontaneous and erup- blasts in London are actually an
ting out of the legitimate encouraging sign, for terror is the
frustrations of the people in the weapon of the weak and perhaps
slums of The Bogside and South the IRA cannot afford the losses it
Belfast, Catholic people. The was taking against the British
violence soon evolved into an professionals. Let us hope so.
urban terrorist movement formed
The killings which are presently
and directed by a dark shadow goin on are the work of little bands
from Ireland's past, the IRA. The of thugs of both religions who
Irish Hepublican Army was for- would appear to share the same
med to win Ireland away from the methods of the Ku Klux Klan.
English. From Easter 1916 to 1922 Elections for a new Ulster
it waged a guerrilla war against Parliament and British attention
British authority. Even after to problems there appear to have
Ireland, minus Ulster, became a defused somewhat the chaos that
Dominion, they kept up the threatened. Still there is far too
pressure for an Irish Republic. much hatred and violence which
When they succeeded they went seems unorganized, mostly with
underground to grow like maggots out definite goals and equally
in the rotten condtions in which prevalent on both sides. Perhaps it
Ulster Catholics lived. The IRA is some deep urge towards
officially withdrew after taking anarchy deep in the Celtic soul, or
bad losses from the British Army, the romantic attraction of a lost
however a group of youngsters in cause which attracts every Gael.
the organization took it upon Would the men who ride in the
themselves to continue the fight, night with guns in present day
they called themselves the Ulster have followed Owen
Provisional wing of the IRA. These Glendower, the wizard who was
men gathered about them the the last true Welsh sovereign?
young rebels spawned in the slums Would they be the descendents of
and went to war. The Revolution the spirit that rose the Highlands
never came, however. The bomb- for the Stuarts?

There are three possibilities
open to the Ulstermen. They can
remain part of the United
Kingdom, they can form a
separate state, or they can unite
with the Irish Republic. The last
two views, held by the William
Craig-Ian Paisley Ulster Defense
Association and the Irish
Republican Army respectively are
almost certain to result in civil war
if they are carried out. The only
solution is the continued presence
of Ulster in the UK. The fact that
Ulster has a higher standard of
living than the Republic should
comfort the Roman Catholic
minority as will the now aroused
British Government's interest that
these half-million people will not
consider force as their only refuge
again. The Protestants can be
soothed by the British Connection
and all that they hold dear, the
Crown, The . Union Jack and
Protestantism. The British Army,
now wise in the ways of the urban
guerilla, can keep order. Hopefully
the police will stop the free-lance
terror and Protestant and Catholic
alike can begin to see that the
other is human.

expect me to write unnecessary
stories which are incompatible
with my headline would be to call a
rat a rabbit. In other words, to
suggest that I should write to
flatter is nothing but being unfaithful to my views. I wonder if
you were trying to impose your
views on me. and thereby suppressing my academic freedom. Is
it right?
To make yourself more
ridiculous, you were quick to
evaluate a section of the article as
"vague abstractions". To that
effect, you imposed imaginary
words that weren't mine. I argued
that
Christ
wasn't
more
socialistically inclined, and was
primarily concerned with the
conversion of man and wanted God
to dominate man above all things.
To suggest that the reference was
made out of context is madness. I
don't have to inform you that
modern socialism at its worst
repudiates God, and at its best

tolerates some Christian principle.
Furthermore, by describing a
section of the article as vague, you
were at the same time, underrating the intelligence and
capability of Cord editors, whose
responsibility it is to proof-read all
articles before they go to print.
Another evidence of your
sweeping assessment on the article was what you cynically
described as "somewhat intellectually dishonest". Are you
sure? You were just like any other
emotionally involved person, in
that you abrogated to yourself to
defame the article, without contributing to the thought-provoking
question. On my part, I tried as
best as I can to be honest to my
conscience. After all, we seek
education to enable us to discover
facts and to be objective in our
analyisis and formulating logical
premises before arriving at
conclusions, which could be·
regarded as fair and reasonable.

used well for the simple reason
that in the year 1 AD neither
capitalism or socialism existed.
Thus there is no foundation upon
which to build a discussion.
Consequently there is no real
argument, as the writers have, to a
certain extent, discerned. What
they are arguing is the interpretation and the value of facts,
facts which in essence, can be
neither interpreted nor given value
because of the lack of a conceptual
understanding of the terms involved.
Finally I wish to apologize to
both Alan and Eugene for the
misunderstandings that may have
arisen out of the discussion. I can
say that neither would bear the
other any personal animosity,
however sustained their written
conflict may have been. And thus
the saga ends.
Dave Schultz

That depends on what you
consider criminal. This particular
young man, Gavin Naeve, was
arrested for draft dodging. He
made the mistake of stopping Qff in
New York on a Bermuda to
Calgary flight so that he could visit
a girlfriend. Now it starts to get
Lnvolved. Mr. Naeve came to
Canada with his parents in 1965
when he was 17 and received
Canadian citizenship in 1971.
According to U.S. regulations
anyone reaching the age of 18
while holding American citizenship is required to register for the
draft. Not registering is draft
t•vasion and a criminal act. Unfortunately for Mr. Naeve full
citizenship cannot be given to
anyone not born in this country
until he reaches the age of
majority
By extension, this paradox
makes anyone of pre-registration
age who left Amerika for Canada a

expect results?
deas or anyone
in joining a
being formed

10

draft resistor. Uncle Sam certainly
has a long arm. The part I like
most is that no one knew Gavin
was in jail until a sister in Vermont
receives some parcels containing
his personal belongings; the return
address led back to his cell. It
sounds like they intend to keep him
for a while; for the paltry sum of
$10,000 in cash he can get out on,
bail. CThe wisdom of t.he court
reduced it to this amount from the
original $50,000 l.
The problem here, aside from
where you draw the line at what
can be considered first order draft
evasion, is whether the immoraltiy
of the South-East Asian war
justifies civil disobedience in the
form of self-exile. Personally I
think that far more disruptive
activity is completely justified. At
any rate there is still strong
disagreement over the constitutional legality of U.S. interventionist forces being in Viet

lood on the Shamrock
ol division in the North is religion,
one million Protestants dominate a
Catholic minority half their size.
Th1s 1s 111 many ways a historically
based conflict The Irish. through
all the m1st•r:. of Anglo-Saxon
oppression, stayt>d fast w1th their
rl'hgum The Ulstl'r Protestants of
loda) are dt•sct>nded from
Highland Scots. Protestants to a
man. who wt>re settled there by
English governments desirous of
lmks of race and religion between
ttw British Isles. Those Irish who
converted to Protestantism,
managl'd to assimilate these
settlt•rs. The Ulsterman of today
has tht> same temperament of the
Irishman to the South whom he
dt>spises. However he says his
prayers, the Ulsterman is mainly

Celt.

Mr Leigh
I was dissappointed to read your
to my article, Christ:
or Capitalist, for which
nevrr added or subtracted
lrorn my earlier stand
Christ was neither a socialist
a cap1talist. Moreover, there
tx>rn angry comments from
pe0ple among the
pubhc about your article,
11 contained a lot of fatal
and from all init was a piece of trash
at provoking an irrational

eaks

Since your criticisms weren't
identical with good faith, conviction and objectivity for which I
had respected earlier critics, I
shall say that what you did was an
insipid intellectual exercise, which
should have been left undone.
Eugene Agu-Onwumere

This is a slightly edited version
of an article submitted by Eugene
in reference to an article by Alan
Leigh, which was written in
•·eference to an article written by
Eugene. While the whole series of
articles may have been interesting, the fact is that the topic
itself is ludicrous for there is no
conceptual base on which to build
an argument. To even discuss
whether Christ was a capitalist or
socialist implies that the terms
have meaning in this context. Now,
obviously neither term has been
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A Cord Interview
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Fred Nichols:·Dean of Students
Dean of Students, could work with
students on a day to day basis.
Cord: That raises another point,
that could be mentioned. You
occupy a strange position in that
you are very close to students; you
sit on Students Council, other
student bodies, and you're working
with students all the time ; yet,
you're also a member of the administration. Some students have
the opinion that you're a stalking
horse for the administration and
you're
here
to
'babysit'
them ... others feel you are here to
guide students and to work with
them. How does the administration
view your position?
Fred Nichols, dean of students at
WLU was born in Virginia, served
in the Air Force during the Korean
conflict and received a Masters of
Social Work from the University of
Virginia. In 1962 he applied for a
job at Lutheran as Director of
Student Activities and Director of
Placement. The Cord Interview
was conducted by Dave Schultz.

photos by Wells

Cord: Was the administration
responsible for activities in place
of Student Council?
Nichols: No, not really . At least
the students seemed to depend
more on administrative help and I just have to be available, and be
leadership. Placement then had open enough that people can come
never really been started and I to me with their problems.
guess the objective there was to
get to know the students and just
simply initiate some kind of Nichol: Many of the members of
. placement service, which I really the faculty and administration
enjoyed. As a matter of fact the hierarchy think I'm closer to the
School of Business is sorry I ever students. The students think I'm
left it, so they 've told me. We had close to the administration, so it's
good rapport with students, and I kind of a middle of the road
had a library , and I used to visit postion. But, where I find I benefit
the big companies off campus to people the 1 most is working with
see what kinds of jobs they had for individuals, and these are cases
students. We had a pretty good that most students never hear
program .
about, because my effectiveness
Cord : So when did you start . as with the individual student is
Dean of Students?
nobody's business except mine and
Nichols: Well, actually, before I his. To me that's happiness,
took Dean of Students I took over helping a student with a problem.
housing , both on and off campus. Cord: . What type of problems do
So I've pretty well been in every you help them with? Why do they
area of student affairs since prior come to you rather than somebody
to 1968, at which time Fred else?
Speckeen left as Dean of Students Nichol: That's a tough question. I
and I was hired the day after he find that students will only come to
left to assume the position of Dean me because somebody else on the
of Students.
campus told them, "you want to
Cord: What responsibilities did see Dean Nichol", or "Fred".
you have when you took up the Many times it is an affair which
position?
really isn't mine. Generally it is
Nichol: Housing, student ac- my policy to refer the student to
tivities, student deportment and somebody in the appropriate field,
student government. They were academic or other. I will not give a
the major responsibilities of the student academic advice, other
Dean of Students.
than to say, "you need academic
Cord: The role of Dean of students advice". In most cases the student
has changed though in the past five says "I know that, but so and so
years. What does the position said to see the dean first". Also, a
mean now?
lot of this happens with alumni. I
Nichols: Well, it depends on what get many, many ·c alls from alumni
campus you're on. Most campus' just because of my association
I've seen, the Dean of Students is with students over the past ten
very much an authority figure who years. This might be because I
deals by appointment with spend time with students. I drink
students who he calls in to see him. beer with them, have fun with
I see it as something altogether them and they're not afraid to talk
different. I think the greatest thing -to me. Perhaps it's just the
that ever to me was to be close openness. This has it's disadenough to the students so that I vantages too, "the living in a glass
could work in the same building as house" thing. I think I'm broadstudents. When I mention this to minded enough to accept some
other universitites they just find it criticism from students who
very hard to belive that a member wonder what I really do or can't
of the administration, especially find me when they need me.

•

pre-s dent I

A lot of my job is activities that coming to me. There have been paying it. There's a
have been developed by me on rumours brought to my attention munication there-we sit aoc
behalf of students, such as my role about other students who have about it. He gets to know who
in the community-my association problems, but I can't work with and if we meet later he'llli
with service clubs, police agen- rumours and to date, not one me.
1" yot the
Anything that brings him
cies, <RCMP and morality student has come to me giving
teachers
squads) ... I seemed to have specific information about where this office, lets him get to
DIVIDED and
STALEMATED
developed a relationship with them they have been discriminated . me, is just great.
.~.
I think university studen~
that when they talk about the WLU against.
JU t10n ('f
SALARY
campus they talk about Dean Fred Cord: You've outlined your role as to have somebody they can
DEMANDS I
Nichols. If they want to know an aid to the students but how Students come to me with a
something or want to do about your role with the ad- confidential information, the<
something, they come up here and ministration? For instance, the job lot of 'secrecy ' and the pel'
ask me what the temperature is description of the SAC Business rewards are great. These an
here.
Manager states that he is to-one trusting situations tb
Cord: So you would act to quell responsible to you, the Dean, but one else will ever know
rumours about drug busts, as an he is also responsible to SAC. How People find out by word of n
example?
does this situation work? Are you that Dean Nichols is the one
Nichols: Very much so. The working for the administ~ation? _ and this makes me feel
I vto got tre
university's policy is one of co- Nichols: I think that if something proud.
LABS TEACHING
The most good lhat I ~
operation in the area of drugs. The drastic enough were to happen
MACHINES. GYMS.
first and only raid we've had here , with Student Council-if they students is things that will
POOLS ond TV
HOOK UPS
on campus was two years ago, and should suffer a great deficit, if they be published . As. a matter of•
c.k•ng over
one of the most interesting things were to go into a great expenditure don't belive in great publi
I ktone
perf tly
about that was that the boy busted, which the administration thought would not want a story :
tuned
once he knew the RCMP were on was foolish, or if there were to be a Ki tchener-Waterloo Record
mKhtnet
general
public
campus, sneaked out the back door mass demonstration by the the
and came here, to this office. He students-the university would use great I was . Because, even
wanted to see me. He---was con- me as a liaison, I would 'calm the I think I'm pretty great tom)
cerned for his own future at the storms' so to speak, or at least be think once you start buildi
university, he wanted to know aware of student movements.
whether I thought he was going to
It's not being a spy on the
be busted, and what my own students, because a lot of the
personal views were concerning problems at university are
drugs.
rumours . Word of mouth reports of
t"ontinuro from
We talked for a bit. I told him things that are supposedly going to
what my views were as expressed happen just seem to turn into big
otlll'bOd) I thtn
in the university policy. He asked issues. Whereas since I am close to
lo that
me 'What are you going to do?' and the students, if I ever hear of
Curd: Orw final q
I said 'We're going to face the anything I can go down to Dave
,, rurnour- going
music.' So we met with the RCMP McKinley and say ,'What's the
dwul r: eons
and co-operated with them.
problem?', and it never seems to
unwonl• lwcause
Probably one of the greatest become a big problem . If you can
thP • hirwrama
things that ever happened to me, just be open enough to talk about
• lurwr-ama name.
was when the boy was taken away problems, you seem to avoid a lot
truth to that"!
and he turned to me and said, of them.
icl10ls: 0: o, t
'Dean, I apologize. I khow I put you
l!.tp()(•ning . In
on the spot, and I know how hard Cord: You say you are the liaison,
. hrnera rna was
you try to work for the kids. I'm that you 'feel the pulse' of the
tudl•nts of this
sorry if I've inconvenienced you by students. Doesn't this give you a
putting you in a bad situation.' lot of responsibility without any Even though I think I'm
great to myself, I think ona
Those are the personal things that real power attached?
Nichols: Actually th~s is a good start building an empire.
mean so much.
.r
as
My day to day philosophy that I framework to work within, I think advertise that empire, the
l 111\'Pr-sity' lor
just have to be available and be you become more accepted by the falls.
rm at I haw the
open enough that people can come students. Although there is
110\\ that \H' ha
to me with their problems. I try to authority attached to the position, e mpire , and advertising
11 •• <"anadran
go where students go, do the things I have never been one to threaten empire, the empire falls.
I'm saying we have a gooo
l.tlled our lawypr
they do and understand what their with authority. I find it easier to
going. We have a student
work with rather than over.
,, kl'd tum about
problems_ may be.
The Dean 's Advisory Council is a constructed by students, our
thought I had
fantastic example. These are five have a good reputation, 11e
op) right that lie
students who are aware of every invite undesirables onto
rth !\It ·s Gil'St'
matter of discipline on campus- ! campus. I think any adve
( omptrollerl to see
am required through our DAC we did off campus about h011
h·r lrles. he t
constitution to inform them of things are here would only
op) rrghtl'd it.
these matters of discipline . Dr. draw people here who we
h.r apparpntly
Peters has told DAC that he feels want to have on campus.
lt<t\l'll't lward
The old saying is 'no n
the university should not take any
laY.\ PI' But there
action on matters of discipline good news ' , and thllt's ~
Ill\ 'quc>stion of suit
until he has received a written believe regarding publicity!
• t•n lward anybod
statement about it from DAC, office and the programs r
stating their recommendations volved in . I just don't
huwrama "!
concerning expulsion or fines, etc. publicity. I want apprecia
do\\nhrll in the Ia
When a student comes to me like somebody to say onct
t•.tr , and tl obviou
over something, I can be beat. while 'You're doing a goodj(i
t•.rr Is rt likl•ly to
Most students can beaf me once, 'here's a raise in salary IIEIJ
think
but after that they decide they we know what you're doing'.
the pub!
don't want to beat me again, don't need
because they realize I'm not such a newspaper-wise .
Most students can beat me once,
Probably my greatest cri
figure of authority, they realize
but after that they decide they
people who don't know what I n'<·umrnc>nd, that
I'm
more
of
a
help
than
a
harm.
don't want to beat me again,
l.liiCl'lll'd for it in
This is especially true with all, or who doubt that
because they realize I'm not such a
tht•) ·, P pron•ct t
anything
.
And
many
things
things like parking tickets . And it
figure of authori,ty.
I t hmk tlwy hand
just
not
going
to
know,
it's
not
depends very much on how they
1111
business
to
know
_
walk through my door, how I'm
Nobody can say that there'•
Cord: One of the problems that is going to deal with them . If a
plaguing students in Waterloo is student walks in and says, 'I'm not been anybody come in here
the housing situation-lack of going to pay this S.O.B.!' chances haven 't directly taken to
housing, exorbitant rents, etc. How are he is going to pay it. But if he their problem solved:
comes in and says 'I really don 't beleive in 'sending'
are you handling this problem?
Nichols: The most disturbing think I should have got this ticket', somebody, I take
thing is that students aren't chances are he won't end up

The Klemmer Day

I've got the
BOARD OF
uOVEANORS ~~
and the
Chari mans
eating out of

nts

Care Centre

my HANOI

by Katherine Dedyna
With over 1200 student parents
registered in Waterloo universities, the need for responsible,
inexpensive and accessible day
care is pressing. One of the
My speeches
solutions to the problem can be
are quoted
VERBATIM on
found in the Klemmer Co·
the local
operative Day Care Centre,
PRESS I
COMMUNITY
located in a seventy year-old
LEADERS
farmhouse on U. of W. property
back me
beside the new Optometry
RIGHT down
the LINE'
Building. As well as meet the
original requirements, the nursery
also hopes to make use of the
cultural,
recreational
and
, educational facilities offered by its
proximity to two universities.
Originally,
a
temporary
university nursery was located in
If I could
just ftgure a
the U. of W. Campus Centre, but
Nay to get
the atmosphere was found to be
these damn
KIDS the hell
"stifling and depressing". Before
out of here,
the Klemmer farmhouse could be
the place
would run
completely renovated, however,
like
many parents had removed their
a DREAM'
children and enrolled them in
other centres. The day-care
centre, falling far short of the
minimum number of twenty-two
pupils necessary if it was to break
even, required a subsidy of $1500
from the Federation of Students.
This assistance, along with the
rent-free farmhouse, and the
rontinued from pagt~ fi
presence of a full-time "Ex·
perience '73" volunteer, enabled
onwhnd) I tlunk thl're's ht>nl'fit had to participate. get out there the centre to remain in operation,
tn that
and bt•at last year's record. That's even during the summer months.
As evidenced by its name, the
Curd: Onl' [mal qu£•stion There 1s one of the good things we've lost by
Klemmer Co-operative is different
• rumour gnmg uround that the <!om~ away with Initiation.
chnul 1., lOllSidC'rmg suing
~
::rE
::::rJ:::::
:::1
omt•oflt' h("C<His(• thC'y :1re using
I he Slum•ra nw
S) Ill hoi.
the
huwrama name. Is then• anv
tmlh to thJt .,
·
kiwis: \o, lher(''.s no such thing
h;lpJX•nmg. In I!Jiill or hl'fore,
I
hmt·r.~nw was illll iatl'd by the
turlt•nls of th1s campus We did
t·gntwle at this timl' with the
lll\'l'r.s1ly l,m) t•r to patent or
p) nght llw nanw 'Shinerama ·,
lll'll as '1\li.ss Canadian
Time
'
l nl\'!'r.'illy tor our Winter Car
of
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Oll'al I han· lhl' documents to
Show
011 that Ill' ha\'{' copyrighted
\ll'iS ('anadian L:niversity'. I
lll'd our hm)l'r last week and
krd hun about Shint•rarna: I
hnught t had taken steps to
Hans
9 am to
!<'red
Dan
p~nghl that Hl' told me to check
Knetsch
Youngs
12
noon
Barna
1th \hss (;iesebrecht r University
Jmplrollel'l to see 1f she had it in
,,... files ht> thought he had
pynght('d 11. l\liss Giesebrecht
appan•ntly not got it, and I
12 to
ll'll'l heard back from
the
John
John
Smiley
3:00 pm
lll!'r But lht>re has never been
Worthington
Findley
II) 'qul'stwn of suit I have never
t•n heard anybody say suit.

from other nurseries in one major
respect. This centre requires that
each parent contribute four hours
weekly toward its operation. If
neither parent is available to
supervise and instruct, during the
regular !\ to 5:30 school day,
secretarial or other administrative
duties may be substituted. Each
set of parents must also spend
eight hours
on designated
weekends to ensure the general
cleanliness and upkeep of the
nursery and to work on the con·
struction of a better playground.
This co-operative policy allows
for advantages for both parent and
child. According to a brief sub·
mitted to the Students' Council last
March, the .children are not being
socialized to fit a norm. Rather,
they are given the responsibility
and the opportunity to grow in·
dividually, but within the bounds of
a flexible program. Their
surroundings provide social encounters with other children, and
student volunteers, and with
parents other than their own.
Hopefully, the children will be able
to relate to adults outside the
nuclear family arrangement. The
Klemmer Centre can offer more
that adequate indoor and outdoor
facilities and the individual inputs
from parents, volunteers and
supervisers should provide an
enlightening cultural atmosphere.
The nursery curriculum involves
music, story times, use of a fullyequiped
playground
and

educational toys, special field
trips, nap times as indicated by the
parent and hot lunches.
All co-op parents receive a copy
of the constitution of the centre,
outlining philosophy and all
policies followed. Parent meetings
are held each month, to discuss
any issues or problems that may
arise. Decisions are passed only if
a vote produces a majority of more
than two-thirds. Rates are applied
on a scale, with undergraduate
paying $50, graduates and staff
$55, and faculty members paying
$60. These figures are based on
full-time enrollment on a monthly
basis. This undergraduate fee is
lower by about $25 than those
charged by other nurseries. The
Klemmer Farmhouse itself
operated on a monthly budget of
$1,175, including the salaries of
teacher Elaine Boer, and supervisor Joan Poole. Any excess funds
are directed back into the centre,
in the form of additional toys or
equipment.
The Klemmer Co-operative
Center implements education and
recreation to the fullest extent in
nursery care. Presently, twenty·
two children are attending, with
never less than five adults present.
Any two to six year-old child may
be enrolled on a full or part-time
basis. To become a volunteer only
a genuine interest and concern for
pre-schoolers is necessary. Further information may be obtained
at 885·1211, extension 2369.
-"'
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though I think I'm
to myself, I think once
building an empire,
that empire, the
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Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Orest
Bandurka

Kevin

Zora
McLauchlan

t1

Sunday

Judy
Merrill

~

Paul
Vi.r gin

~

ford: \\hat about the state of
hmrrama'? It's been going
ll\llh1ll 111 the last four or five
ms. and 1t obviously flopped this
r Is it likely to be held again?
1rhols: I think that is is
ml'thing SAC itself will have to
trrmim•. if they do handle it. I
JUid rl'commend, and I will
omml'nrl. that classes not be
nlrllrrl tor 1t in the future until
ht'YI'l' proved they can handle it.
llhmk thry handled it too early
IS 1ear. before the returning
udl'nls came back to generate
nthuswsm for it.
1 thought the biggest detriment
11 lidS thr fact that we have done
Jl 1nth the theme of Initiation
r ·flrst-\ear students. With
llallon, the kids felt they almost
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3 to
6:00pm

Paul
Shantz

Glen
Schmidt

John
Weber

Kurt
Frey

Bert
Van Dalen
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Nessant
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9:00pm

Jim
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MoSport: the sellin
photos

by Korcok

proposition, and the track came up
for sale several times early in its
life. Much of this was due to the
fact that the track, in those days,
assumed more of the risk of
financial loss than is the case these
days, and when a race bombed, the
track had a tendency to go down
with it, in much the same way that
SAC used to go down the drain on
SAC-sponsored concerts when they
bombed.

RENAISSANCE

by Tom Garner
It is the Witching Hour at
Mosport. The Witching Hour at
Mosport is 6 am on race day.
Mosport at 6 am is foggy, yet
crisp; smoky, yet the air is biting,
no matter what the season.
Mosport is waking up. The
stalwarts are on their way to the
track, only the stalwarts. They
come down to the fence at the
best vantage points, all the way
down because there are so few
people around at this ungodly
hour. They pitch their enclosures:
they are simple, yet they will keep
the stalwarts dry and relatively
warm during the rain, which is yet
to come. Yes, it will rain; it always
rains at the Grand Prix of Canada.
The stalwarts are in the extreme
minority at Mosport, despite the
fact that the sport, the spectacle
they have come to see is for their
benefit, or at least more for their
benefit than anyone else's. They
are a cynical, stoic lot, and as they
look up the hill at the encampments of the rest of the
people, the rest of the players in
the Mosport Weekend, some of
them wonder, as they have to
lesser degrees in years gone by,
What are all these people doing
here, anyway?

What, indeed. The strange thing
is that although the stalwarts are
the only ones asking the question,
they are also the only ones who can
answer it. They have been going to
Mosport for almost a decade, most
of them, and more than any group
of people they have seen the
development of the Mosport
Weekend.

THE OLD DAYS
In the old days, Mosport was a
massive one-shot day-camp for the
supplicant masses. It was constructed at the beginning of the

decade on a section of very
topograhical sandy ex-farmland
near the booming metropolis of
Bowmanville, and legend has it
that the present layout is the work
not of the expensive design team
employed for the purpose by the
ambitious prime movers, but of
the bulldozer driver who did the
initial excavation <"What did that
tree ever do to me? Why can't I
just go around it?"). Why indeed;
the track turned out to be an admirable match for the subtle,
understated Lotus and Cooper
sports-racing cars that were the
staple fare in those days, and a
curious public came to see the big
names: Moss <who won the first
race,. and retired the following
year,) Gregory, Gurney, Surtees,
Penske, Hill, and all the other
former-day heroes to which the
paying spectator had never before
had access.
The people who came to the
races in those days were either
much more innocent than the
present set, or much less so. On
one hand there were the true
believers, those who had seen the
pictures, but never the cars, who
had read the stories, but had never
seen them being made. These were
not the real Hard Core, mind you,
gone long before to the alternate
meccas of the religion, like
Watkins Glen, and for them
Mosport was merely a convenience. For the rest of the true
believers, though, Mosport was
automobile racing, and it mattered.
The other major group were the
Day Trippers, largely family units
or at least family people, who
made the trip to Mosport on race
day to see the new sport sensation,
something new and exotic in the
entertainment market. For them,
and a goodly number of the True
Believers of the time, practice was
something better done in the
dignity of private, and rather than
horn in where they were not
wanted, most stayed away until
race day. Ticket prices were about
$4 for race day, and practice, if
anyone wanted it, was $2 or $3
extra.

Races in those days were largely
part of the unofficial North
American Pro Sports Car circuit,
for which there was no points
money, just race money. Apparently this was enough, for the
races of the early and mid sixties
drew more big names per race
than the subsequent, and supposedly Bigger Time Can Am
series races for the same type of
cars. Mosport in those days had a
good product to sell.
All was not rosy, however,
because the track often had a hard
time selling the product to the
public. A date is hard to pick, but
the novelty effect wore off about
1964 or so. The Players 200, which
was part of the aforementioned pro
series, drew an official 56,000
paying fans, the all-time record for
sporting events in Canada up to
that time: this was in 1964. Despite
this, Mosport was rarely a paying

Mosport, 1968. I am a deweyeyed 16-year-old with a learner's
permit, and I am ogling a
grotesque but potent-looking AMC
Rambler, which houses a 390
engine. Both car and me are in the
pits; this is no race, but a test and
press day for B. F. Goodrich, with
which I have a tenuous connection
through my father. A casuallydressed but expensive-looktng
man notices my lust and asks if I
would like to try it out on the track.
I plead no licence, but he is not
fazed. "This is private property;
you don't need a licence to drive
here". He should know: his name
is Irwin Fineberg, and he owns this
"private property".
Modern management came to
Mosport in the middle sixties when
a Montreal dentist named Irwin
Fineberg gained control. Under his
care, Mosport became a viable
institution. The procedure of race
sponsorship became entrenched,
and the track could now make
money without taking as much of
the risk. Take the late lamented
Tely Trophy races of 1967 and 1968;
there were all the ingredients for a
good race, one which would
become a yearly event. Indy cars
on a road circuit! The idea was
spectacular, and so was the racing
<except for trouble with rain the
first year; the race was rained out
twice). But the sponsorship dried
up for 1969, and the race was not
run again.

A major Finebergian innovam-..••
was community involvement.
least at the publicity-seeking -~"M-
government level. Toronto
official Can Am and Grand :............,
weeks <without civic
and Oshawa was prv'-11'"•,_
Grand Prix City. The drivers
hustled to press conferences
public gatherings, and the
Major Race phenomenon
a festival, which was exactly
the track management hac
mind.
All this started to have an
on the type of people that
Mosport for the major races.
stalwarts remained, of
the bulk of the crowd
displaced beach-goers, for
Mosport was merely another
to go for a wild weekend.
special weekend; a
weekend, for Mosport is
beach, it is an unpleasant
patch of land in the
nowhere. No matter, it's
by the racing.
Mosport was bought in
Harvey Hudes and Bernie
who were Fineberg's
and lawyer. All the above
were not lost on them, and
about marketing Mosport
commodity like any other.

SECURITY

lin

the good tim_es
"Mosport Weekend" to appear on
the poster any race.
Tickets are a story in themselves. In the old days, you bought
a ticket into the grounds <or didn't)
and made your entertainment
from there. Pit passes were
available at a too-high cost, and
there were no grandstands. Now
the standard ware takes the form
of a Superticket, which gives you
admission into the grounds for the
entire weekend, grandstand admission, pit privileges I greatly
curtailed at the request of the
FIAJ, free camping <it costs extra
at many other tracks l and the good
will of the management. For the
last race, the Grand Prix, the
would-be spectator could chose
between a race-day-only pass, or
the Superticket, and nothing in
between. The Superticket cost $15,
and although it was almost
possible to believe that the
Superticket was a deal when it cost
only <? l $11, as it did last year, this
year's price is a bit much to
swallow. Still, where else are you
going to see the "Grand Prix
Circus"? At Watkins Glen for $18?

started to have an
of people that
the major races.
remained, of course,
of the crowd
beach-goers, for
as merely another
a wild weekend.
weekend; a M
for Mosport is not
is an unpleasant
land in the
No matter, it's

some contopic, it is
agreed that the best
from which to watch the race
loss C'orncr, or Corner Five
me llung · A happy comcidcnce
11\ed for the tme stalwarts for
II)' ycars om· s1de of Moss h11l
c<'t''>:>.Jhle h)· <·nr from only one
wn, and that 1s via a hat:k
mlo the track of wh1ch the
was apparently
rc for many ~-care; Thus
1Im the know, could watch the
from the best, or at least a
good. vantage pomt and
to a peaceful campsite
by the unwashed 1and
1atcdl masses. As late as
there were no more than
rat dozen cars on the good,
lus1ve side of :\loss Htll. An
bonus to the whole situation
of \:OUrse, that you didn't
to pay to get into the track,
the back way in was
.md unpatrolled. The first
liOn that there was a new era
the march was that one year,
he 1 an Am, there were guards
untecr enthusiasts, actually,
tra1tor~ 1, stationed on the
to the hack way mto the
k, and th1s necessitated much
1maginative tactics if free
were to be gained. The first
nti)Sl obvious dodge was
to come earlier, as the
.IJS initially posted only on
mght and the weekend
but the guard has
I) moved back into the
depths of Friday, and this is
ng('r a sure thing. The other
lactic, and it was viewed
ame up unlll the time that it
almost 1m possible to get in
was to send one person over
in the dark, of course,
ha\'e h1m go to the campsite of
•onnected party" known to
a ticket, the ticket could then
used to g('t the vehicle in while
rPSt of th(' party went in over
fence. This still necessitated
purchase of at least one ticket,
th1s was not too seriously
-nu!Qcd. This favourite method
the only method when the
v1able alternative, sneaking
IS

the t·a•· in via some other leak in
the secunty fence, was spoiled by
the posting of guards at every
pomt in through which even a trail
hike could squeeze Things got
really desperate when even this
method became a sometime thing:
the track took to the policy of
posting guards along the fenceposts around the track, and this
has stopped most of the free admissions, although one worthy has
bet•n known to sneak into the track
<on footl three times in the space
of half an hour: I've watched him
do it.
Still, this is only what one would
expect from a hard-headed
business operation. But the track
has instituted security measures
that are much easier to take. They
come mostly in the form of a small
group of people known as Perry's
l\lerry Men, and they are the
track's private police force <minus
coercive power in any form).
Although skeptics will snort that
they are there to check for tickets
and generally harass the innocent
weekender, this much-publicized
<in the press handouts, anyway)
force is also charged with the
responsibility for maintaining the
peace against the occasional
serious fights, telling campers
about the free wood and water
provided by the management, and
to enforce the ten o'clock curfew
on dirt bikes and dune buggies .
This last has to be the greatest
thing since the invention of the
Coleman Stove, in my biased
estimation; finally someone has
realized that people don't want to
listen to someone's crackling,
burping attempt to best the Turn
Two Bluffs at two in the morning ...
but that's another story.

THE PRODUCT:
SPEND YOUR
WEEKEND WITH US
As any good marketing man can
tell you, a crucial part of making
money is having the right product,
and the other crucial part is having

a good campaign with which to sell
it. Traditionally, the selling of road
racing in North America has been
an exercise in futility, with road
racing circuits ranking with
Florida real estate deals <the kind
where the man sells you an acre of
swamp> as prime money-losing
propositions. There are exceptions: Watkins Glen, Road
Atlanta, and ... Mosport, to name a
few. The present management has
through inheritance, cleverness,
or both, come to tend helm over an
almost failproof system of having
the track used without taking any
outlandish risk. The two major
races, the Can Am and the Grand
Prix, are sponsored to the teeth by
Labatt's, so much that most of the
promotion, if not all of, is done by
that firm. <The only addresses we
have in relation to these major
events are Labatt'sl. The very
small, or unpopular races are
sponsored by the sanctioning body,
who in effect rent the track and run
the event. Some races, like the
anachronistic Sundown Grand
Prix, are sold for a fixed sum as a
package to whomever wants some
inexpensive coverage; hence the
Sundown is now the B. F. Goodrich
Sundown.
The present management
certainly knows who their market
is, and a content analysis of their
posters will tell the story. The very
old posters had the race date on
them, and that was about it. Then
came the ones that had the race
date, and some mention of practice. The newer posters have the
event marked as a three day
weekend, work and school be
damned, and that is about how the
spectators feel, too .... I arrived at
the track on Friday afternoon for
the Grand Prix, and almost didn't
get my favourite camping spot.
The management also knows what
their competition is: the posters
for the Dominion to Independence
Day Sprints <a motly collection of
motorcycles ... endurance, and
Formula car racing spread over
the July 1 holiday weekend)
seductively invited the reader to
"Spend Your Holiday Weekend
With Us". I expect the words

The extra money has bought
you, if you take a long enough view
of the situation increased camping
privileges, if nothing else. The
posters say Free Camping, Free
Water, Free Firewood, and it's all
true. Probably as much to simplify
the decision for the would-be
spectator as for any other reason,
there are no longer any restrictions on where you can camp,
within reason; there used to be a
long list of distances and contingencies which one had to follow,
but no more. The firewood is
something I have never seen,
although I know it exists, but the
water is real, and not bad.
The racing isn't all that bad
either, if you are willing to accept
a few facts of life. First, the
modern racing car is very
sophisticated, a machine with so
few compromises that there are
few flaws left for the driver to cope
with. It doesn't take strength and
bravery to drive a racing car so
much these days as delicacy and
understated skill. This is not the
stuff of which legendary spectacles are made. Further, even if
strength and bravery were
required, it would be impossible

for the spectator to see the driver
exercise it; buried deep in the
bowls of aerodynamic contours of
fiberglass, and swathed in layers
of nomex with a full-coverage
helmet to top it off, the modern
racing driver is a technician-hero,
an athlete performing an act of
skill and danger appreciable by
himself, a few knowledgeable fans,
and nobody else. Occasionally the
residual spectacle of sheer speed
and noise is not enough: this year
at the Grand Prix, the race was
slowed by a pace car while debris
from a rather messy crash (no
injuries> was cleared off the track,
and the scorers were lost when the
race resumed its normal pace.
Thus the score board, on whom the
uninitiated spectator relies for
information as to who is in the
lead, had nothing to do but watch
the cars go around the track,
which can get pretty boring after a
couple of hours.
Still, the racing isn't what the
bulk of the people came for
anyways, remember?
The stalwarts are at their
campsites. It is after the race, and
the crowd is leaving. "Not as bad
as the Can Am, but still pretty
rowdy" is the concensus. Maybe
the threat of bad weather scared
some of them away before they
even came .... every cloud really
does have a silver lining for the
true enthusiast at Mosport during
a Mosport Weekend. Conversation
turns to nostalgia, as it sometimes
does at times like these: the good
old days when there were so few
cars on Moss Hill, the heroic
weekends of Roughing It. A touch
of bitterness as a memory of the
weekend comes back: the yahoo
on the dirt bike who burst in to the
cluster of tents nearby and yelled
"Sorry to disturb you, I don't know
where I am". Packing up, no great
hurry, for there are plenty of ways
out of the area that nobody
knows; they can't take that away.
The whole thing is rather
depressing; these stalwarts, most
stalwarts, are too young to feel
nostalgia, they are not ready to
know abandonment. "Might not
come to the Can Am next year, not
if it's going to be like this year
again."
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by J. R. Gamsby

One facet of a bridge game often
overlooked by the casual player is
defensive play of the cards.
Aggressive, often insightful
defence can reap rewards from
seemingly lost hands. This deal
illustrates the most important tool
that the defense has at its disposal:
that is counting.
Once the bidding has been
completed, the dummy tabled and
the opening lead made, a defender
should attempt to count down the
hand, that is to determine the
distribution of your partner's and
declarer's hand.

King of diamonds. Therefore no
time can be wasted, West must
lead a small club <if South has the
Ace of clubs, again, nothing is
lost-the hand cannot be defeated)
Looking at all four hands:

N

S.
S. K Q952
H. A K864
D.3
C. 107
As can be seen, West's play of
the small club at trick two, two
tricks in clubs plus the Ace of
Diamonds are taken. A careless
play would have cost the defense
one club trick.
Declarer obtains the lead at
trick four and duly must lose a
trump trick as well. If he plays the
Jack from the dummy East plays
the Queen, followed by Ace and
deuce. Under the following King of
trumps, West's ten falls, and East
has the top trump trick <nine) for
the setting trick. Declarer loses
one heart, one diamond and two
clubs for down one.
West's play trick two was a key
play in that Declarer lost a trick he
was not compelled to lose, where
as one club, one diamond, and one
heart are natural losers---<:annot
be avoided.
It should be mentioned that
West's play is not particularly
brilliant or difficult; it only
requires an observance of the
bidding and an alert grasp of its
significance.

S.AJ
H.J75
D.KJ62
C. QJ94

w
S. 10 7 6 3
H. 10 2

D. A 9 8 5
C. K 6 3

Bidding
N

E

S

W

1 NT
Pass
3 S.
Pass
3NT
Pass
4 H.
Pass
All Pass: Opening Lead Ace of
Diamonds
The west defender leads the
diamond Ace, his partner plays the
four and declarer the three. How
should he continue? If he was
listening to the bidding he knows
much about declarer's hand
already. Declarer should have at
least ten cards in the majors
<spades and hearts) and therefore
only three in the minors.
If declarer has two diamonds
and one club, any play can be
made by West, the contract cannot
be set. But if declarer has two
clubs and one diamond, he can
throw off a losing club on dummy's

N

w

S.AJ
H.J75
D.KJ62
C.QJ94

S.10763
H. 102

S. 84
H.Q93
D.Q1074
C. A 852

D. A 9 8 5

C. K63

BOY,HAVE WE GOTA
VACATION FOR YOU ...

The Pubs seem to be the crowning Jewel in the Board of Activities cap this year. Already, two pubs
completely sold out of brew before closing, and all the pubs have made profits in the $300 to $600 rangt
only problem is a certain disillusionment with table service and advance ticket sales. But anyway, the
is there.
photo by·

Books
Finally!
A
book
about
psychotherapy, by a psychiatrist,
that ordinary people can read and
understand. Richard Harris' book
is about Transactional Analysis, a
method of psychotherapy that he
has developed. Certainly there
have been many books in the last
ten years which have tried to talk
to laymen about developments in
the world of psychology. However
it has been very seldom that these
books have caught the public as
this book has. Part of the secret of
Harris' book is that his method is
geared to working with people on a
group basis and not the old
'psychiatrist's couch' process.
Harris is concerned
that
psychology start to be a viable
force in the society. He wants the
world to be helped by psychology,
not just judged and sorted away.
As he says:
"If individuals can change, the
course of the world can change.
This is a hope worth sustaining."
This is why Harris' book is so
important. He writes in such a way
that he is talking to you and me.
When he says "I'm OK, You're
OK", a person can understand that
is a healthy situation. It

is easy to understand that
the person who says "I'm OK,
You're Not OK", is basically in
trouble. It is easy to see why
people fight, get angry, cry and
more. What happens next is that
Harris offers a method of change.
He shows that it is possible to
change. More than anything else,
this is the important point that
Harris makes. People can change.
If I can understand who I am, what
forces affected me as I grew up,

The pairmgs have been determined for next year's Candidates
matches, the final qualification
tournament to decide the next
challenger to Fischer. Four
players are making their first
appearance in Candidates play.
They are Anatoly Karpov and Lev
Polugayevski of the Soviet Union,
Henrique Mecking of Brazil and
Robert Byrne of the USA.

WE'RE CELEBRATING

Oktoberfest!!
Featuring Nightly
(except Sunday)
and Saturday
Matinees
at l.OOpm
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and why I am who I am, the
make some conscious chan.
is possible to do this. Peo
not bound to who they are,
become different people.
This is a book which can h
change. It can talk to you. II
in the clouds but down whe:
are, in our day to day
Moreover this book is enteru
and interesting. It certain!.
not bore anyone.

OC<'a ion, to """'"""'"~
travails and objecti
urrent fare.
It was upon this rare
that I chanced
dered at, a film
My u picions were
arou ed when the two
m left began a ·
"parchecsie" a
mmutes after the
ommcnced. Fur
r vcaled the frothi
". nakcs and La
nament in the ""''''""""
th • outh-west exit
\\a cast. And cast.
We t World itself
prerni e that a
omewhere in the
l mtcd States can
"hims and fantasies
\\ho an afford $1000
concept of Delos (
pot l revolves around
r •reations of t
hi toncal epochs.
1edicval World and
prov1de the settings.
\\ orlds are populated

COUNTDOWNS

Oompha Fun and German Style Food

AMPLE PARKING
Advance Tickets on Sale
-Reservations-

The first pairings al'!
finalised and there could ~
interesting battles. In Mate:
Boris Spassky <USSR> ~~
Robert Byrne. Spassky m
favoured to win as Byrnt
experience and his Russt
ponent is still one of the
best. Match Two will I
Viktor Korchnoi <USSR>
Henrique Mecking. Meckin
the Petropolis Interzonal
Korchnoi the Leningro
terzonal which would tend!
the odds more equal yet K
should win because of hts
greater experience. Match
is by far the most interestmr
quarter
finals as l
Petros ian 1 USSR> will fal\'
Portisch 1 Hungary>. Porti.
won a playoff for the Ia;
Candidate spots and is playt
indeed; however, Petros
known as a virtually un~
player because of his de:
skill. There can be no safe
this match but Petrosian
good record against Porti.
therefore he rates a slight
the last Match, number
Ana toly Karpov will face hts
countryman, Lev Poluga:
Neither of them has any
experience, however, Ka
. heavily favoured to win beca
the steady genius he has dis~
in the few years of his tourr
play. Karpov is only twent)
old but already people
claiming that he will be the
world champion.
All matches begin in Ja
with the first player to win
games, ctraws not counting,:
the match. 1974 should the
begin another good year
ternational chess.
The answer to last
problem is: 1. ... , NxQP
K-N4, B-B1 ch; 3. K-R4
Don't forget the WLU
in Room 3-313 every
night at 7:30!

~~~
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West World

. Already, two pubs
the $300 to $600 range.
sales. But anyway, the
photo by

Found above paper towel
d1spenser, men's washroom;
ync Theatre, Kitchener. Dated
September 28, 1973.
While engaging in my customary
jamtonal capacity of this theatre,
I have taken it upon myself, on
as10n, to temporary curtail my
trava1ls and objectively assess
current fare.
It was upon this rare indulgence
lhat I chanced across, and wondrredat, a film called West World.
usp1cions were immediately
d when the two customers to
left began a vigorous game of
parchccsie" a scant seven
inutcs after the movie had
mmcnced. Further scrutiny
m·ealed the frothing orgy of a
nakes and Ladders" tournament in the neighbourhood of
UK> South-west exit sign. The die
ast And cast. And cast.
t World itself deals with the
prt'mlsc that a vacation spot
where in the southwestern
l'mted Stales can cater to the
h1ms and fantasies of anyone
ho ran afford $1000 a day. The
pt of Delos (the vacation
revolves around authentic
reallons of three distinct
torical epochs. H.oman World.
1cval World and West World
prov1de the settings, The three
worlds arc populated by a vast

array of robots that eat, sleep,
copulate, and look menacing. The
object of the tourist is to involve
himself
completely.
The
automatons are controlled,
operated on, given blood trans- .
fusions and made near-human by
an underground network of
unemployed
Walt
Disney
technicians.
The emphasis put on West World
<cleverly used as the title of the
movie) forces the viewer to bear
the brunt of the worst of three
choices. The two tourists
examined, Richard Benjamin and
James Brolin, are completely
enthralled with the barroom
brawls, barroom women and
barroom shootings. The indescribable joy ends when a
threatening <and still bald) gunslinging Yul Brynner returns after
a second post-operative recovery
and kills James Brolin. Quick cuts
reveal the robots in the other two
worlds are equally murderous and
sanguinary. Alas, the robots are in
revolt and prove themselves in
earnest by cutting off the air
supply and thereby disposing of
the afore-mentioned network of
Walt Disney unemployeds. One's
sensibilities immediately equate
this nasty chicanery with the
politicians reply to an unanswerable question regarding
policy. Both Yul Brynner and the
politicians decide to double cross

one of them broads with class.
Vicki Allessio, businesswoman,
divorced, two children meets
Stephen Blackburn, businessman,
married, two children. "I've never
been unfaithful to my wife while
we're both in the same city",
points out Blackburn, "and my
wife is currently out of town." And
so begins the romance.
Their first interlude involves _a
wary and secretive week in
Southern Spain where Blackburn
is not only recognized, but actually
well known by a porno-film kind
friend and his family. A
disasterous first night at the hotel
(mercifully not overdone) and
eventual reconciliation of the two
lovers later in the same week
provides the background material
for the eventual problems encountered when the two return to
London with full intention of
prolonging the affair.
Assorted trouble mounts when
the two acquire their love-nest in
a bordello and try to keep a regular
rendezvous schedule. Needless to
say, the "kept woman complex"
and-or the "I can't give up my
family phobia" triggered by a
misunderstanding, ultimately
ends the relationship.
- Essentially lightweight in its
impact, and far from being
original in content (nor does it
pretend otherwise), A Touch of
Class relies solely on the carrying

that bridge when they get to it. The
rest of the movie then concentrates
on Yul Gunslinger endeavouring to
destroy Richard Tourist.
God's providential graces that
are not scattered at a venture
clearly need to be siphoned to this
near-movie. Because intricacy,
intelligence, literacy and a flair for
plot twist are all absent, West
World has all the ingredients for
box office success.
When the movie ended and the
late show crowd swelled in the
foyer, it was difficult not to notice
the inumerable "Monopoly"
games and "paint-by-numbers"
sets that flavoured the arms of the
theatre goers. But when I viewed
the seven chaps carrying brooms
and mops, my faith in humankind
remained undaunted.
What I have written, I solemnly
swear has been of sound mind and
stealthy body. With utmost civility
and forbearance I beg your
graciousness to please deposit the
paper towels in the waste can. I
shall no longer work here. I don't
want my intelligence insulted any
more.
Harry the janitor

A Touch of Class
As Jack Okie once articulated at
Sardi's "There's them broads with
class, and there's them broads
without class". Glenda Jackson's

WANTED

TO BE
Thursday, Oct. 4
International Student AssociatIOn m('(.•tlng, 8.00 pm, Hoom 3-

Saturday, Oct. 6
Football game: WLU vs Ottawa, m Ottawa. Game time
2

Friday, Oct. 5
Jun1or A Hangers Vs Peterborough, 8:00 pm, K1tchener
lrmol'ial Auditorium
T1rkets and mformation for the
,\rnencan Grand Prix at
\\atkms Glen, Oct. 5,6,7,
<lV<Illablc from:
lotor Racmg Promotions
~o r:nglinton Ave. East.
1te 201. 416-487-lla9
\dvanrl' $15 for the three days,
lor race day:
\tthc gJtc. $18 and $10

!)()

prn

Sunday, Oct. 7
Jumor A Hangers vs. Kingston.
2:00 pm, Kitchener Memorial
Auditonum
Oktoberfest
motocross
motorcycle races: St. Agatha,
Race time 2:00 pm, $2 admisswn
Monday, Oct. 8
Band and Choir Concert 2:00
pm, Kitchener Memorial
Auditorium
Hoktoberfest: 5:30 pm, Kitchener Memorial Auditorium

ONE SALESPERSON
ONE GRAPHIC ARTIST
To Work In
Advertising Department
Apply In Writing To:

Tuesday, Oct. 9
Oktoberfest Concerts by the KW Symphony Orchestra.
First of three concerts in the
WLU TA at 7 pm
Tickets $3 and $1
Wednesday, Oct.10
Meeting of the Committee for
the
Defense
of
Doctor
Morgenthaler, U of W Arts
lecture hall, room 217. <8 pml,
new members welcome.

BLAIR MULLIN, AD MANAGER,
BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS,
BEFORE OCTOBER 10, 1973.

SAC by-election: 3 Arts
representatives, 1 science
representative.
Representation
by
the
Government Recruitment
programme. lEl, 6:00pm.

lrJfl IJi[]tlJrfl SrJIJUJ
b Princess St. West

Campus Bookstore

2 thru

directed by Luis Bunuel1972
"In describing the peregrinations of six characters in search of a hot dinner,
Bunuel has achieved a perfect synthesis of surreal wit and blistering social assault.
To the extent that its characters hover elusively between metaphor, symbol,
stereotype and illusion, The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie is literally a black
comedy of manners, of a formulary politeness which assimilates the most bizarre
and indiscreet occurrences to its own inflexible forms. The treatment is perhaps
more outrageously anarchic than ever before, but the old anarchist also implicitly
acknowledges his powerlessness to alter the complex forms-social, artistic, and
political-which provoke and nourish his displeasure."
•jan Dawson, B.F.I .

************************************

TIM HORTON DONUTS

Waterloo 743-7<)11

The Discreet Charm of
the Bourgeoisie oct
s

'in the Concourse'

!

power of Glenda Jackson as Vicki
Allessio, _a nd slightly less upon
George Segal, as Blackburn.
Glenda Jackson's presence and
delivery, though frequently regal,
nonetheless serves as a useful
example of what versatility can
be. Cut in a light comedy that
sometimes becomes mundane in
its theme, Jackson exhibits a
remarkable flair for overcoming
insipid dialogue. What else but a
thorough background in the Royal
Dramatic Arts could overcome
"Oh you want your ball?" Encroaching upon territory with
which she is basically unfamiliar,
Jackson manages not only to
succeed, but conquers. Perhaps
she even "stoops to conquer".
Segal himself has proven to be
the finest, most adept light comedy
actor in the American screen
today. The harried, engrossed
Stephen Blackburn he portrays is
significant not in his characterization but his believability. The
only discrepancy is probably the
final choice he makes. What has
always annoyed me about these
movies concerning the "other"
woman, is probably the final
choice he makes-a zipperhead
choice by leaving his great
looking, marvelous cooking, intelligent thinking mistress for his
nagging, plain and social climbing
wife.
by Stan Michna

!

! Home of the World's Greatest Coffee !

!
ALSO
~
HOMEMADE PIES :
.::FRESH
................................
:Served uot,: : . "Thisselectiono~:t~w~gss~l~r~~f~varied-animations,
Wednesday's Child

•

*

directed by Ken Loach
Wednesday's Child is one of the best and most honest films ever made in Britain;
the painful yet moving and sometimes even funny story of a girl 's struggle with
mental illness .
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UNIVERSITY AND WEBER
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MIDNIGHT

documentanes, fantasoes, conema vente, forst efforts, ma1or works, monor
masterpoeces, experiments . They have been selected with intelligence and taste to
offer a stimulating and frequently exciting and on occasion thrilling sampling of
the creatove work beong done on folm ."
judith Crost
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** .
* .....
""'""

..............................................................

~~t&ss:\
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___ ___________

ALLSHOWS7:00and9:15EXCEPT
MOND~YS 7:00PM_
Spec1al Screenmg NFT Members only

,;,;,..

Oct 8
LE MILLION dor . Rene Cia or ;
1931 , French , 90 mon

__..
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DisC
himself with an extremely intense
vocal. It takes several listenings
before one realizes the humour
There are four or five con- behind such a dramatic song about
temporary artists who consistently , a snowfall. "Warm Love" is a
produce well crafted inventive typical love song with woodwinds
·albums. Rod Stewart is one: so are and a nice female backup. The title
the Allman Brothers, Randy cut is next and the lyrics convey
Newman and Miles Davis. And Morrison's bitterness about having
had to "pay his dues". The first
Van Morrison.
Van Morrison sells as many verse is particularly striking:
albums in North America as "Hey kids, dig that first take/
Jethro Tull do in Toronto, which is Ain 't that some interpretation?
to say, he is not a particularly When Sinatra sings·against Nelson
'commercial' artist. He has had Riddle Strings? and then takes a
three mild Top 40 hits : "Brown vacation".
Eyed Girl" , "Domino", and " Wild
"War Ctllldren", is a song full of
Night" . "Hard Nose" is his most nostalgia. It incorporates the
movie heroes of the fifties Dean,
inaccessable album yet.
It opens with "Snow in San Brando and Steiger as focal points.
Anselmo". The song starts with a "The Great DecepHon" is a bitter
choir-string opening , and then Van song about the various groups of
Hard Nose the Highway; Van.
Morrison, Warner Bros, BS2712

More Spjce ...from the
makers

~tFrll-tz 'the Ca-t''

... Heavy
Entertainment!

people Morrision has come to know
and hate. It's a hard driving song
that sets the lyrical mood of the
album.
"Green" is the first song by an
artist other than himself that
Morrison has done. It's from
Sesame Street, and is used by the
Cookie Monster to tell of the difficulties of being green, not being
flashy like red or yellow . In the end
it's all right because green is the
colour of spring. Morrison starts it
softly and ends it loud and after
hearing it, one wonders how it
could be used on Sesame Street.
The only really long song is
"Autumn Song", which is well
over ten minutes . It's a medium
Jazz song and sounds as if it turned
out longer than it should be-which
is alright because it's a beautiful
song. Set against a soft
background of acoustic guitar,
bass. piano , and brushed drums it
is very relaxing. It contains the
best lines on the album : "Infinitesimal/You 're the author of
timetYou look at me and take my
breath away ." "Purple Heather"
close the album and in a fitting
way. A quiet song again, it is
perfect. coupled with "Autumn
Song" to fall asleep to. The strings
are lush and Van counters his
vocal with the piano. fading and
coming back again in a series of
little triplets.
Van Morrison has again
produced a perfect album which
could be expected. because he is
the best there is ... and he steals
my breath away.

Goats Head Soup; Rolling Stones
Records, COC 159101

It's been a year and a half since
"Exile on Main Street" ; a year
since the tour, and other than
another greatest hits album ctheir
fifth if you count " Flowers"), and
except for Jagger singing back up
for Carly Simon and the aborted
South Sea's tour it's been a quiet
year for the World 's Greatest rock
'n roll band .
"Goat's Head Soup" has been
rumoured coming for the last four
months and was finally released
last Friday . The cover pictures the
divine Mr. J . looking like an extra
from the set of My Fair lady; and
inside is a photo of what a bowl of
goats head soup looks like .
Produced by Jimmy Miller, and
engineered by Andy Johson, the
album has some impressive side
men : Billy Preston, Bobby Keys,
Jim Horn and Rebob Kahn from
Traffic.
"Dancing with Mr. D" opens the
album at a medium rock pace. It's
a less memorable song with an
ending chorus that drags on too
long. The second song , "100 Years
Ago" is the worst on the album. It
moves from C & W to light rock to a
very hard rock featuring Taylor on
guitar. The song never really goes
anywhere because of its involvement in numerous changes.
"Coming Down Again" has good
lyrics for a Stones song. No
Midnight Ramblers here as Jagger
softly laments " Comin down
again/Where are all my friends " .

by Fred Youngs

It's well over five minutes long
features some lovely saxap
work from Keys and Horn.
side closes with
the s1
"Angie" which signifies a new
in Stones arrangements as Ja
whispers .
Side Two opens with '"S
Train"' which has some exct
slide guitar from Taylor,
carries all the leads on the al
finally showing his prowess
that of Richards . "Hide \
Love" has the same 'mud
sound as "Exile "did . It's the
song with totally undistigu1sh
lyrics. "Winter" is a nice ba
done
in
the
mode
"Moonlight I Mile" . With ~
Hopkins on -piano and the sl
closing it out, it sounds quite,
like its predecessor, "Can
Hear the Music" shows thai
Stones listened to "Brian J
presents the Pipes of Pan Jo
before they released it; which
or may not be good dependin
how you like Eastern music
Englishmen. I don 'l. The ~
saved for last. though, "Stars·
has a Chuck Berry opening anc
amazingly singable chorus.
high energy from start to II
and sounds like as much fu·
record as ''Honky Tonk Wo
was .
While we have here a h1
listenable album that works a
65 percent of the time , land
can dance to ill Messers. Ja
Richards , Taylor , Watts
Wyman have yet to equal "!J
Bleed".

The Government

Cookbook Special
Save more than 40%
The All Purpose Cookbook

'
Revised & Enlarged
Over 4300 Recipes
1200 New Recipes
New Illustra lions

by IRMA S. ROMBAUER and
MARION ROMBAUER BECKER

~--------------------AT

of Canada
offers

Careers for Graduates

Regular

$7.95
NOW

$4.99
Th1s beaut1ful pract1cal cookbook
sells nat1onally for $7 .95.we are
offenng 11 for an unheard pnce of
only $4 99 . with this ad·
vertisement while supply lasts.
W1thout quest1on. there IS ab·
solutely no fmer cookbook on the
market and we have only 100 m
stock We also have other cook·
books w1th values to $1.50 for only
$.60 Th1s book w1ll be on sale
Thursday Fnday and Saturday.
L1m1t two per customer.

General Administration
Personnel Administration
Financial Administration
Foreign Service

Annual Qualifying Examinations:
Candidates for Administration must
write the General Intelligence Test
on Wednesday, October 17, at 7:00pm.
Candidates for Foreign Service must
write both the General Intelligence
Test on October 17, and the Foreign
Services Objective Test and Essay
on Thursday, October 18, at 7:00pm.

THE BOOK BARN

(Upstairs- Beside the Waterloo Theatre)

578-4950
12 KING STREET NORTH
Thurs and Friday to lOpm
Chargex Accepted
Sunday 3 to 1Opm

Pre-registration Essential
Applicants must contact their
Placement Office by October 12.

Plu
by Les Fra
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by Fred Youngs

Plumbers flushed down drain
which featured a 27 yard pass and
run play to Larry Simpson.
Mueller kicked a 35 yard field goal
and the Hawks were up 10-0.
Before the quarter ended, Hawks
scored for the third time, the
fourth time that they had the ball,
when Konopka picked up a
Warrior fumble on the Warrior 26.
Mueller put the ball through the
uprights 2 plays later for his 3rd
field goal of the game and the
Hawks led 13 - 0 at one quarter
time.
McClean got his second TD of the
game before the second quarter
was three minutes old. He took a
pitch out from Taylor on the triple
option at the Hawk 42 and ran 68
yards for the touchdown. Mueller's
conversion sent the Hawks ahead
20 - 0.
A few minutes later, the
Warriors found themselves deep in
the Hawk end when they recovered
a wild pitchout at the 24. The
wrenchman obviously didn't know
what to do that deep in the Hawk
end so Hurst quickly gave the ball
up to Rich Ott at the 39. The Hawks
accepted this generous offer and
put together a 61 yard drive ending
when Haswell ploughed through
for a TD from the two. With 5: 12 to
go to hold the Hawks led 26- 0.

over five minutes long a
some lovely sa
Keys and
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the
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The Warrior's took Hurst out of
the QB slot and put Steve Connell
in to run the offense. He managed
to get the Warriors a couple of first
downs up to the Hawk 26 but then
he lost 16 yards and the Warriors
were forced to punt The fans were
delighted when Dewey gave up a
smgle point in the end zone.
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album that works
of the time, cand
to iU Messers. Jal!l!fl'.•
ds , Taylor, Watts
have yet to equal "Let

nt

orl' 7 o
Th<' Warrwrs coughl'd the ball
p on the1r n<•xt chance and the
IIJ\\ k., o;rorcd agJlll on a drive

The last Hawk TD came off a
pass. The drive started at the
Hawk's 52. Doug Kitts came in for
the Hawks, rolled out and passed
to Simpson at the Warrior 31. On
the next play, Kitts dropped back
to pass and hit Weiller who went in
for the TD. Mueller's conversion
made the score 39 - 7 for the
Hawks.
Thanksgiving Saturday will see
the Hawks in Ottawa to take on the
Gee Gees. The Gee Gees sit on top
of the Eastern section of the OUAA
football league with a perfect 3 and
0 record. The Gee Gees were
ranked second in the nation behind
University of Saskatchewan in last

weeks national rankings while the
Hawks were ranked sixth.
Comparing statistics, the teams
were evenly matched. The Gee
Gees have allowed 9.6 points
against them per game while the
Hawks have allowed ' 10 .5.
However, it must be kept in mind
that a great many of the points
scored against the Hawks this
season were scored as result of
offensive errors which the Hawks
are working to eliminate so that
they should be able to play
errorless ball on Saturday. The
Gee Gees have scored 24.6 points
per game while the Hawks have
scored an average of 25 points per
game so that each team looks as if
it has good scoring power.
The key to the game will
naturally be defense and so far this
season , the Hawk defense has been
more than impressive. They have
probably the two best linebackers
in the league in Mueller and
Parker and the defensive line has
played excellent ball in the past
two games. Etherington should get
credit for his outstanding play as
another mainstay for the defense.
If the defense can come up with
perfect ball, they should be able to
contain the powerful Gee Gee
offense and give the Hawk offense
a chance to put some points on the
board.
On offense, the Hawks have an
advantage that most teams do not
have and they began to capitalize
on this advantage in the Waterloo
game. The Hawks have a
reputation of being a running team
and their big play is well know
around the league . A lot of teams
have tried to come up with a
defense to stop the triple option
play but as long as the Hawks have
personnel to run it, it can't be
stopped . In an effort to stop it, both
the Warriors and the Yeoman have

attempted to put up a seven man
line with two halfbacks angling out
far out to each side and leaving one
back close in at the centre. This
leaves the defense particularly
vulnerable to the pass so that all
the Hawks have to do is pass a few
times to loosen up the defense,
then come back with a running
play .
The personnel on offense is
something else. The Hawks have a
surplus of not good, but great
running backs . McClean, McMann, Fahrner , WeiHer, and
Haswell are all capable of scoring
from any place on the field and if
they don't get any blocking from
the line, they proved on Saturday
that they could do the whole job
themselves as each one displayed
their ability to carry at least four
Warriors on their backs for extra
yardage and break tackles . Their
style is the epitome of Coach
Knight's "tough football" attitude.
Not only do the Hawks have a
great running threat, but their
passing potential should not be
overlooked. Doug Kitts displayed
in the Warrior game that he is
capable of hitting any target and
the Hawks have receivers that can
catch the ball in Larry Simpson,
Tim Pickett and Warren Howe .
One thing can be very important
in the game on Saturday because it
will be a tightly fought contest.
Field goal kicking will probably
play a major role in the game . This
year, the Hawks have an extremely competent placement
kicker in Gary Mueller who has hit
from as far out as 38 yards this
year and looks c·a pable of hitting
from further out.
It will be a close game and if the
Hawks come out on top , it will
auger well for future games
against Western to determine first
spot in the Western Section.

PROROD INVESTMENT CLUB
placc at PIWROD ; 1l will become
incorpora led very shortly, and will
then become an open-end growth
mutual fund.
The Investment Club will be a
completely extra-curricular activity , independant from the
members of the administration of
the Universities. But it will not be
able to act independently from the
student body . Indeed everything at
PROHOD is geared toward the
interests and the advantages of
students. PROROD not only wants
you; it needs YOU .

s

in-

tons:

At half-time, the mighty Hawk
machine had rolled up a 26- 1 lead,
run the ball for 160 yards and
passed for 58 yards . The Warriors
on the other hand scored only one
point, eeked out 4 yards along the
ground and threw the ball a

measley 31 yards.
The third quarter was a dismal
quarter of frustration for the
Hawks as they failed to score a
point and were outscored 6 - 0 by
the Warriors . However , it took the
Warriors all quarter to score their
TD . Their whole drive was set up
on a roughing the kicker penalty
against the Hawks and the
Warriors started out on their own
54 yard line. After three passes,
they were on the Hawk 8 yard line
then John Mciver put the Warriors
third down and goal on the Hawks
two. The Warriors failed to get
over from there but the Hawks
were called offside on the play and
the ball was moved to the one yard
line where it was first and goal for
the Warriors. John Pikula took it
over for the Warriors from there.
The touchdown was the last play of
the quarter.
The Hawks rebounded right
back and put a major on the board
with less than 6 minutes gone in the
Fourth. This drive started on the
Warrior 43 and ended with Weiller
taking a pitchout from Taylor
around the end for a ten yard TD
making the score 32 - 7 for the
Hawks.

lr!l'
J>HOvost IWDgcrs are at the
heart of PIWROD's success;
tht·r with their stockbrokers,
have been studying the
nonm nwchanisms of the
dJan Stock l\larket. They
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lrdgr of 1ts inner workings to
I!• to Jssurr the investors of a
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A FEW FACTS
ABOUT
INVESTMENT
INSTITUTIONS.
1. My savings and
my insurance
are enough.
Don 'l be too sure. While savings
and ample life insurance are basic
in sound
personal
money
management, it 's a good idea to
set aside additional funds as a
hedge against inflation.
Our money has eroded at an
annual rate of from 2' " to more
than 3 per cent in recent years .
Hopefully ,
this
alarming
shrinkage won 't continue, but even
so there seems no escaping the fact
that we'll have some inflation so
long as our economy expands . This

PROROD INVESTMENT CLUB,

has been true ever since our nation
really got rolling-and it's what
makes that dollar your grandmother tucked away in 1893 worth
only 22 cents today.
Your hedge against ending up
with such sadly shrunken savings
lies in buying a productive piece of
the economy . Say you invest in a
company's stock. If the earnings
growth of that company keeps
pace with our economy , the shares
you own should hold their
proportionate value over the long
run , regardless of what happens to
the dollar . Indeed, they will often
be worth more.
True, stocks can go down as well
as up . That ' s why buying
securities is called 'risk investment'. But there are ways to
reduce your risk and increase your
gains. Perhaps the simplest is to
buy shares in PROROD .

2. Investing in
PROROD is like
buying stock.
Far from it. A single stock
reflects the fortune of a single
company . If all goes well , the stock
rises ; when things go wrong , it
drops. On the other hand, a
PROROD share reflects the fortunes of many companies. The
average fund owns between 50 and
100 different securities at any
given time, so many that one
person could never hope to buy and
manage them himself.

PROROD INVESTMENT
CLUB , in short, is a pool of money
out up by many people with
similar investment objectives.
Each participant holds a percentage of shares in the overall
value of the fund, the number of his
shares depending on how much
money he invested. Professionals
manage this money pool , deciding
what securities to buy and when to
sell them .

3. Fund investing
is too risky.
All investment carry risk ,
whether they are in stocks, bonds ,
mutual funds, real estate, or
starting your own business. But
Funds are less risky than most
investment because of their
combination of diversification and
professional management.
Some securities in a particular
fund's portfolio may be quite
speculative, holding out the chance
of big gain but also the possibility
of hefty losses . Yet in the same
portfolio there may be other
securities - r~latively stable
common stocks and often
preferred stocks and bondswhose normal fluctuations are less
eratic , so as to cushion possible
drops in the speculative issues ,
This cushioning works both
ways . No fund will ever shoot up as
rapidly as some spectacular stocks
might. But by the same token,
there 's virtually no possibility that
you 'lllose your shirt, as you could
with ill-chosen stocks.

4. Funds are all
alike.

No more than stocks are all
alike . You can often tell one big
difference between funds just by
looking at their names .
Growth funds primarily try to
achieve capital appreciation ;
these funds are almost fully invested in promising common
stocks. Open-ended funds, and
that's the vast majority , are funds
you can buy into and sell out of any
lime you wish- PROROD-.

5. I can't afford
to invest.
You
are
probably
underestimating your discretionary
income and overestimating the
cost.
Most
funds- PROROD-offer
" voluntary " accumulation plans
that let you buy in at your own
speed usually on a monthly or
quarterly basis .

6. Once you're in,
you can't get out.
Not true . Any open-end fundPROROD-will redeem its shares
from you at current market value,
and usually without additional
charges.
We hope to have, in a very near
future, a branch office on your own
University campus where you
could find additional information.
See you soon .

P.O. Box 267, Station "A", Ottawa, Ontario-KIN 8V2.
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Womens Athletics

Change of course
by Kim McCarl

Women's Athletics at Lutheran
has been a forgotten wasteland of
campus life. Sue Johnston, first coordinator of Women's Athletics,
has some very definite ideas and
hopes to change the trend of
previous years.
An obvious example of the status
of Women's Athletics is reflected
in the poor turnout for team
tryouts. Johnston expressed
disappointment that only 20 girls
tried out for the varsity volleyball
team. and only 16 girls tried out for
varsity basketball. This small
turnout could be partially due to
class conflicts since many classes
are held in the evenings when

practises have been scheduled.
For years, Lutheran hasn't had
adequate athletic facilities so the
students found other ways to
amuse themselves. Now, when the
facilities are available, they are
still not being used.
The question is, how can the girls
use the complex more? Johnston is
introducing new activities. On
Wednesday nights, there is the
"Get Fit" club. Here, exercises
are not a chore but are done to
relaxing music. Arter exercising,
one can then dive into the pool.
Badminton is to start the second
week in October and there is
speculation of forming a gymnastics team in the near future.

Johnston thinks that the physical
education courses here are not
adequate and should not just
scratch the surface. She feels that
Lutherans' athletics definitely
need more growth and sees no
reason why they should not. WLU
now has facilities comparable to
any iarger university. With the
small number of students enrolled
at Lutheran, something unique can
be offered in the way of more
personal contact.
Johnston feels that if the girls
want women's athletics to grow,
then they must stand up for what
they want. This way, things may
begin to happen and women's
athletics will get the recognition
that it deserves .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

TRY OUR
CHEESEBUSTER

INTERNATIONAL

PIZZA
It's not just the Biggest
It's the Tastiest!!
233 REGINA ST. NORTH

WLU's OWN PIZZA PLACE

745-3661

-tr
-tr
-tr
-tr
-tr
-tr
by Les Francey
-tr
-tr If there is a God and if he is
-tr merciful, then he should extend
-tr his pity on those poor un-tr fortunates who unwittingly
-tr tuned into the Ottawa-Montreal
-tr CFL football game on Sunday.
-tr One wonders why on earth those
: players on the field call
-tr themselves professionals. QI.Iite
-tr truthfully, what occured in that
-tr game was not unique to that
-tr particular game. It occurs often
-tr in CFL encounters.
-tr I am referring specifically to
-tr the numerous passes that were
-tr dropped by various Rough• riders and to the frequent
-tr penalties that interrupted the ! I
-tr am almost afraid to use the
-tr word herel action.
:
Pass receivers in professional
-tr football receive salaries not
-tr below $15,000 dollars. In some
-tr cases, the receivers are also
-tr required to take the ball
-tr directly from the quarterback
-tr and run with it. What this
-tr means is that recei'{ers are
• being paid to catch passes. This
-tr is their job. In most· profit
-tr making,
efficiently
run
-tr business, people who are paid to
-tr do a specific job--<lo it. If not,
-tr they are reprimanded and in
• some cases dismissed-and
-tr rightly so. Yet, on the football
: field when a receiver does not
• catch a pass thrown to him, the
-tr quarterback shakes his head
-tr and the intended receiver
-tr pounds the turf and that's that.

The Sports Shop
It seems only logical that if a
pass is within the reach of a
receiver, he should catch it,
extenuating circumstances
besides, because it is his job to
do so. One should not complain
that "Well the defensive end
who weighs 270 pounds slammed into the back of the
receiver", this excuse is not
viable because football is a
tough game and all those who
play it know it and accept the
hazards of the game as a
construction worker accepts the
hazards of his occupation. At
the moment, only one receiver
comes to mind as one who is
doing his job and earning his
salary in the CFL-Garney
Henley.
Another annoying point of the
game was the number of
penalties. An important part of
football is the entertainment
that it provides for the fans.
Fans want to see spectacular
running and passing plays and
lots of touchdowns-in shortfans like to see a lot of action.
When the play is stopped after
every play and the fans watch
the officials march first this
way then that way, it is not
exciting. Again these so-{;alled
professionals are not earning
their salary because they are
not doing an important part of
their job-entertaining the fans.
The fact that these things
occur regularly in Canadian
Professional Football is most

discouraging. It is about
that the management and tllllla\\rks
coaches got off their hind
and quit babying their stars

There are a few odd
happening around campus.
The President's Council
rejected the
the committee on the use
Athletic Complex that
complex not be used
l'xaminations and has given
registrar's office the go-ah
to schedule spring exams in
gymnasium. Presently. pla,li'fi•.,.,... p
are that only the gym will
affected and other facilities~
be available to the students I
recreation. This reporter
his doubts that the oth
facilities will be avai lab
knowing this university's
sane security stance du
exams.

The -committee also reco
mended that the purpose of
complex was primarily for
intramural
programme·
the ordinary student woulde!!Bnislhed
first choice use of the ~:urJ:lplnl~nt"r
It is strange therefore
ordinary student does notrli!or1...,,M.,ur
the opportunity to get his
locker while the the
varsity basketball and hod"•'.,.\L'i••"~
teams have the opportumty
gl't thl'ir own private locker ...------~

•.......................................... ,
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OUAA League
Standings

asketba II : '7 3- '7 4
gone to play U.S. college
basketball. League leading scorer
and rebounder Wayne Morgan of
Guelph has used up his basketball
eligibility and the Gryphons will be
hard pressed to find someone to
replace this former All-Canadian.
While most of the division's teams
are trying to replace players,
Western has picked up two OUAA
all-stars in Joe Martino from
McMaster and Bob Weppler from
York . .
Brock looks much stronger this
year with the addition of transfer
students Hajou from Waterloo and
Kazrickus from Western. There is
also the possibility of two excellent
American transfer students
playing at Brock.
Some of the outstanding players
the Hawks will be facing this year

include Canadian National Team
member Mike Moser of Waterloo,
ex-Golden Hawk Chris Coulthard
of Windsor and Sam Kaknevicius
of McMaster. Ken Murray and
Phil Lewis lead a much improved
Brock team while Guelph is
headed by 6'9" centre Krewchuck.
The season is just around the
corner and the Golden Hawks will
begin tryouts on October 15th.
Coach Smith will be aided this year
by former Hawk Herb Stan who
will be handling the junior varsity
team.
One on one tournaments are now
underway and are open to anyone
but especially to those interested
in playing varsity basketball. This
competition is being used to help
Coach Smith assess some of the
young hopefuls.

Western Division
Western
Lutheran
Wmdsor
Guelph
McMaster
Waterloo

G

w
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4
4

:l
:l
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0
0
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I
I

()
()
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71
15
20
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Last Saturday's results
Lutheran 39 Waterloo 7
Windsor 39 Toronto 37
Queens 33 Guelph 14
Carleton 16 York 15
Western 38 McMaster 0

Eastern Division
G
Ottawa
Queens
Toronto
Carlton
York

3
3
4
3
4

w
3
2

2
1
0

F

0 74
0 74
0 123
0 34
0 43

A
29
50
95

p

6
4
4
68 2
133 0

Games this weekend
Waterloo at Toronto
Carleton at Queens
Lutheran at Ottawa
York at McMaster
Western at Windsor
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Sports
Trivia
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The Age of Majority Card has your
photograph on it. It's positive proof of
your age and identity. If you are 18
years or older, apply for one. Pick up
an application form at your local
L.C.B.O. store or Brewers' Retail outlet,
or write to:
Age of Majority Card
P.O. Box 1800
Toronto, Ontario

by Lrs Francey

scored the three fastest
m an ~HL game? When?
long did it take him?
Ylho has hit the most home runs
mglr major league baseball
When? Where?
tram has won the most
rllltl'fletlOWl championships? How
and when were they won?
was on deck when Babe
htt his 714th home run?
1 11as the first negro to play
Ill,? When and with what

GOOD

the assists on Phil
recording making 76th
won the women's 100 metre
mthe 1936 Olympics? What

hme?
holds the record for most
pushups?
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